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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This case study – A Review of Minimum Standards for Safe, Sustainable and Accessible Transport
Infrastructure - was carried out between May and July 2009. It examines the extent to which the
planning, design and financing of transport infrastructure in Nairobi integrates safety considerations
for various road users, particularly taking into account the predominance of Non-Motorised Transport
[NMT] by the majority of Nairobi residents.
This case study builds on a safety assessment carried out in Nairobi during 2008-9 under the
International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP). The iRAP study measured the safety
performance on the following 8 roads: Ngong, Langata, Karen, Jogoo, Outer Ring, Juja, Limuru,
Kiambu, and Thika. The case study reported here was done on the same roads, with more detailed
analysis focusing on NMT infrastructure and usage. The iRAP report (2009) makes a strong case for
financing safety measures on Nairobi roads. For example, it argues that by investing $3.5m in
pedestrian crossings, 10,300 deaths and serious injuries could be prevented. Again, by investing
$1.9m in segregated pathways on the Nairobi roads, 4,200 deaths and serious injuries could be
prevented.
This case study explores how investments in roads could be better made to secure the safety of the
majority and most vulnerable users. The study makes a case for allocating a dedicated minimum of
10% of road investments to promote safety, accessibility and
sustainability of use among all road users, particularly pedestrians
and cyclists.
In this study, interviews were conducted with policy and decisionmakers in key institutions responsible for the financing, designing,
planning and management of transport infrastructure for Nairobi.
In addition, a total of 297 interviews were conducted with several
categories of road users, made up of 120 pedestrians (40.4%), 65
cyclists (21.9%), and 74 handcart pullers (24.9%). The rest
included 23 vendors pushing wheelbarrows (7.7%), 7 physicallychallenged on wheelchairs (2.4), and 8 horse riders (2.7%).

Photo 1: Jogoo Road/City
Stadium Junction

Concerns about the vulnerability of most road users in Nairobi
has led this case study to underscore the need for integrating safety considerations in road planning,
financing and design in order to promote safe and sustainable travel. Since the most vulnerable road
users in Nairobi are pedestrians and cyclists, the case study focused on the non-motorised transport
(NMT) market, which in Nairobi consist of walking, cycling for both personal transport and for goods
transportation, and the use of wheelchairs, hand-carts and push-carts.
The focus on the safety of NMT users is informed by the fact that they constitute the majority and
most vulnerable of road users. The Ministry of Transport statistics (2009) show that during the last
eight years (2000-2008), 70.8% of fatalities in Nairobi were pedestrians.7 A study in [2004]8 showed
that only 7.3% of the Nairobi population depends on private motor-vehicles, whereas 47.7% are
dependent on walking. This assertion is also supported by a 2006 study by the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA), which shows that out of 4.82 million trips per day made in Nairobi, 2.32
million trips per day were made by either walking or cycling. This represents 48.2% of all daily trips.
The present study corroborates similar findings [(iRAP 2009, JICA 2006)] that show pedestrian and
cycling facilities in Nairobi are inadequate. Out of the 51.2 kms of the roads that were surveyed by
iRAP, 76% of the length did not have provision at all for pedestrians, whilst on the 24% of the length
that had pedestrian facilities, 22% had sidewalks less than 1 meter wide, adjacent to the traffic, and is
shared by pedestrians and cyclists. These conditions reinforce the central message of this report that
NMT is an integral part of the transport system and its importance must be underlined through
dedicated minimum 10% funding to improve NMT for the benefit of all road users.
7
Ministry of Transport supplement on the Launch of the National Road Safety Council, Daily Nation August 18,
2009
8
Aligula, et al., 2004: “Nairobi Household Travel Patterns Survey” Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research and
Analysis (KIPPRA)

NMT users gave a variety of proposals that reinforce the findings of iRAP’s assessment. They
recommend a range of engineering, education, legislative and enforcement interventions. For
example, users expressed a strong need for road shoulder widening and delineation, regulation of
roadside activities, penalisation of garbage dumping on the roads and enforcement of right of way at
zebra crossings.
This study developed possible criteria for prioritising safety interventions on the study roads based on
such factors as speed, accident data, population density and land-use. Detailed maps have been
developed showing application of such criteria on the study roads and the specific countermeasures
that can be put in place (Map 8- Map12).
The analysis from this study shows that allocating 10% of road investment funds for safety
interventions aimed at NMT is in fact within the range of a minimum intervention. The construction
costs of a 1.5 meter walkway ranges between 5%-30% of the total road investment cost even without
taking into account planning, design and maintenance cost.
Although there is now a progressive trend of including NMT provisions in the design and construction
of urban roads, there is an unfortunate absence of analysis that separates the costs of the road
pavement for motorized traffic and shoulders which are generally used by NMTs. This provides a
weak basis for subsequent cost benefit analysis for NMT interventions.
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“I believe cycling is one of the most efficient and effective ways of transportation. It doesn’t
cost anything, but it also gives a lot of benefits to the body, it keeps me fit when I cycle.
Cycling has no environmental implications; there are no emissions at all. I love cycling; I
enjoy riding and looking around and enjoying the environment which I am riding in. This
accident will not stop me from riding, but I will be extra careful in future.” Quote from Frederick Kwame, Regional Director for Oxfam in the Horn
East and Central Africa, two days after he was knocked down by a bus in Nairobi, although he had
right of way. This was his first serious accident in 17 years of cycling (July 2009).
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BACKGROUND

This report is part of the global campaign to make roads safe. The case
study which resulted in this report built on the road safety performance
assessments by the International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP)
Europe, and is part of the Share the Road: Minimum 10% Finance for
Safety, Sustainability and Accessibility a joint initiative of the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the FIA Foundation and a
growing list of partner organisations that aims to improve secure access
to sustainable mobility by providing information and guidance on road
design and finance that is inclusive of all users – including those not in
cars or buses.
“Share the Road” (as it is known in short) revolves around an
understanding of the existing and potential links between road safety,
accessibility and sustainable mobility that are affordable and necessary.
Road safety is a function of the road infrastructure, the road user, and the
vehicle. The concept of sustainable mobility runs parallel to road safety –
requiring a minimal amount of land use for the maximum amount of users
(including motorists, cyclists and pedestrians) and a functional design that
supports and encourages mobility options with zero or low emissions of
carbon dioxide and other pollutants.
The iRAP work in Kenya focused on more than 30 different road design
features known to influence the likelihood of a crash and its severity.
These features include intersection design, road cross-section and
markings, roadside hazards, footpaths and bicycle lanes. The iRAP
Kenya Report (2009) makes a strong case for financing safety measures
on Nairobi roads. For example, it argues that by investing $3.5m in
pedestrian crossings on the Nairobi roads, 10,300 deaths and serious
injuries could be prevented. Again, by investing $1.9m in segregated
pathways on the Nairobi roads, 4,200 deaths and serious injuries could
be prevented.

Dedicating a
minimum 10%
percent of road
infrastructure funds
for safer roads,
including walking
and cycling facilities
increases safe
mobility,
accessibility and
sustainability for
all.

This case study – Share the Road: Minimum Standards for Safe,
Sustainable and Accessible Transport Infrastructure in Nairobi —
focused on issues of ‘safety’, ‘sustainability’, ‘accessibility’ and mobility’. It
is clear from the report, and based on evidence gathered, that despite
several previous attempts to integrate NMT into the transport system,
Nairobi’s transport is far from being sustainable. Accordingly, the report
makes a number of recommendations on minimum design standards
required to make Nairobi roads safer, more environmentally-friendly (or
sustainable) and with better access for all users and their mobility of
choice.

3
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INTRODUCTION

The United Nations Environment Programme [UNEP], the Fédération Internationale de l'Automobile
[FIA] Foundation, and partners institutions, Institute for Transport Development Policy [ITDP] Europe,
Integrated Road Assessment Programme [iRAP], Climate XL, and the Interface for Cycling Expertise
[I-CE] are developing a global campaign to strengthen the links between environmentally sustainable
modes of transport and safer roads in developing and transitional countries. The aim of the global
campaign is to elevate the levels of safety, environmental performance and accessibility of urban
roads and to improve mobility for all road users –especially pedestrians and cyclists – in the
increasingly congested roads of developing countries’ cities.
Increasing the portion of road funds allocated for non-motorised transport facilities – e.g., cycle ways,
sidewalks and safe pedestrian crossings is a particularly important instrument in ensuring user safety,
increased accessibility and mobility, and other co-benefits, such as cleaner air and reduced noise.
The Nairobi case study integrates NMT facilities in the planning, design and financing of the urban
transport infrastructure. The objectives and outputs of this case study are spelt below:
1. Determine the road financing mechanisms and responsible institutions for Nairobi arterials.
2. Determine what recent trends are in terms of road building, Non-motorized Transport (NMT)
9
usage and demand in Nairobi, and the vulnerability of NMT users in terms of road safety;
3. Determine ‘minimum design’ safety and accessibility criteria for NMT facilities together with
UNEP and partners organizations to serve as a point of comparison and evaluation of current
and future facilities;
4. Through contact with road building institutions and engineers, determine an indicative
cost/km for available and ‘minimum design’ NMT facilities on specific roads (in line with
Nairobi roads assessed by the International Road Assessment Program (iRAP);
5. Draw preliminary conclusions, based on the above analysis, on the contribution to improved
safety, sustainability of urban transport (decreased congestion, CO2 emissions), and
accessibility for NMT users that implementation of minimum design facilities would provide in
Nairobi, and
6. Indicate the percentage of road financing that this would represent in the specific urban
arterials analyzed in this project.
The outcome in the form of the current report will contribute to a global road design and finance
guidance document that will target major international road financing institutions and other actors to
help build safer, more sustainable road infrastructure for all road users by protecting and promoting
non-motorized users. And lastly, the project was to contribute to building a body of Africa-specific
evidence to support investment in NMT and road safety as part of road building and upgrades in
major cities.

3.1 Methodology
1. Sampling. Case study roads were purposefully sampled based on the following criteria:
• Design – well done (i.e., NMT friendliness factors such as adequate capacity, cycling
improvement, traffic calming [or traffic management] signage and bus stops provided),
retrofitted after construction to make provision for NMTs (i.e. somewhat unsafe and
uncomfortable), and unsatisfactory (i.e. very unsafe and uncomfortable with no provision for
NMT);
9

For example, increasing roadway capacity has direct impacts of reducing traffic congestion and increasing
vehicle traffic speeds. A second-level impact is that this increased speed and convenience may attract additional
travel from other routes and times (i.e. rebound effects), and it may create barriers to walking and cycling.
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• Traffic – low-, medium- and, heavy-traffic arterials with mixed users (both motorized and nonmotorized);
• Land uses – residential, commercial and industrial (usually mixed, especially with both
residential and commercial, especially in many developing country cities)
• Population density – high, medium and low.
The above sampling approach sought to maximize diversity and variability resulting in the selection of
the roads shown in the matrix.
Table 1 below shows the particular sections of the roads that were the particular focus of this study.
The road segments are also shown on Map 1.
Table 1: Study Roads, Nairobi 2009
Road10

Segments where interview were conducted

Thika Road

Outer-ring junction

Jogoo Road

Muthurwa Market

Outer-ring junction

Ngong Road

Prestige Plaza

Ngong Road

Limuru Road

Aga-Khan Hospital junction

Ngara Market area

Karen Road

Ngong Road junction

Langata Road junction

Juja Road

Huruma Bus stop

City Stadium
roundabout

Langata Road
Mbagathi Road roundabout
Source: Climate XL Field Survey, 2009

In sampling of the respondents, the study interviewed the following number and range of respondents;
297 Non-Motorised Transport users, 139 operators of public passenger vehicles, 5 private car drivers
and a number of key informants representing the following agencies:

Conflicts between
motorised and nonmotorised travel are
particularly acute in
Nairobi primarily
because of “policy
blindness” towards
NMT, which has
resulted in lack of
basic facilities like
footpaths and cycle
lanes because they
were not planned for
in the first place.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Council of Nairobi (CCN)
Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Development (MNMD)
Ministry of Roads
African Development Bank (AfDB)
Kenya Roads Board (KRB)
Kenya Republic Police
Kenya Urban Roads Authority (KURA)
egis bceom International, an international consultancy company in
the field of infrastructure and that provides technical assistance to
many road projects in Kenya.

A list of people contacted and/or interviewed in available in Annex 9 at the
end of this report.
Random and non-random sampling was used to select respondents. For
selection of the NMT users, the field enumerators targeted those who were
already in NMT mode. In the various study roads selected, care was taken
to ensure proportional distribution of various modes within a sampling area
was adhered to. The reason for this is the fact that all modes of NMT are
not equitably distributed in the study roads. For public service vehicles
(PSVs) and private cars, the sample was drawn from PSVs plying routes
passing through, start or end in the chosen study roads. This was also
done proportionately. Private car drivers/owners were interviewed along

10

These are the same names used by iRAP with the exception of Limuru Road which is referred by its Class C62
in their Report.
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Karen Road so as to appreciate the nature of motorised-NMT conflict. This was informed by the fact
that there are no PSVs plying through Karen road.
In summary, it is clear that the target respondents were those who were already in NMT mode and
not potential users of NMT, which would have required conducting household interviews. This
approach was chosen to avoid speculative responses with regard to identification of hot spots and
provision of safety-enhancing NMT infrastructure
2. Data collection and collation
The case used the following methods and techniques: ♦ Intensive review of relevant literature to develop understanding of current transport policies
and practices (policy, master plans, development plans, project documents, etc.). Policies
reviewed included those related to transport providers and other areas of government policy
relevant to the transport sector. Of particular importance were policies relating to land uses.
♦ Assessment of road infrastructure (facility design and the condition) to explore the physical
features of the study areas (i.e. opportunities and constraints), establish the levels of service
offered by the current transport networks and the current demands for travel by those living in
the area and its hinterland, and to develop an appreciation of current transport-related
problems.
♦ Review of secondary data from professionals and institutions including UNEP’s Transport
Unit, the World Bank’s Sub-Saharan Africa Transport Program; AfDB; Ministry of Roads; the
Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Development; City Council of Nairobi; Kenya Roads Board;
and the Kenya Urban Roads Authority.
♦ Travel surveys from users (pedestrians, cyclists, cart pushers, and motorists). The questions
include demographic and other indicators (e.g. quality and level of service [Q/LOS] for bicycle
and pedestrian) that affect bicycle travel demand; trip origin and destination; trip purpose;
perceptions of problems and suggested solutions. Use was also made of walkability and
bikability checklists.
♦ Questionnaires, observation checklists, key informant guides, photographs and mapping were
employed to collect information used to compile this report.
3. Data analysis
Several analysis tools and techniques were used to explore the data and inform decisions concerning
proposed allocation of resources and management of road transport facilities for NMT. These include:
• Gap analysis using appropriate reference units
• Audio visual analysis (pictures, video clips to ascertain the extent of the problem and generate
options for solutions);
• Network analysis;
• Content analysis;
• Geographic Information System (GIS); and
• SPSS for quantitative analysis of the primary data
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3.2 Sustainability, Mobility, Accessibility and Safety Conditions11
The unsustainable nature of the transport system is Nairobi is underlined by the growing problem of
traffic jams, air pollution, and accidents, especially as these impact pedestrians and cyclists. The
quality of air (QOA) is particularly a problem in rapidly growing developing countries cities where
vehicle numbers are also rapidly increasing. Although not a mega city, pollution levels in Nairobi are
comparable to larger cities like Cairo with levels of oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
and carbon dioxide (CO2) and a host of short-lived radiatively-active air
Twenty nine
pollutants, including fine aerosol particles, that exert complex influences on
climate (Unger, et. al. 2009), the economy, and health, too high to meet the
percent of
Updated World Health Organization (WHO) air quality guidelines (AQR)12.
pedestrians and
Air quality as it relates to road transport is influenced by emission levels,
which in turn is a function of the rate of motorization, vehicle conditions, as
well as lead and sulphur loads of fuels used. In the case of Nairobi, like most
developing countries, poor vehicle maintenance and use of high sulphur fuel
(more than 5,000 parts per million [ppm]) are main factors in emissions. This
creates a high environmental burden on diseases, particularly asthma, which
invariably disproportionately falls on NMT road users. From interviews
conducted, 29% of pedestrians and 9.8% of cyclists on routes surveyed
associated pollution with health complications such as chest problems and
headaches.

9.8% of cyclists
on routes
surveyed
associated
pollution with
health
complications
such as chest
problems and
headaches.

Largely unknown to the city planners and managers, Kenya has an
environmental burden of disease of 600 deaths per year attributable to ambient PM (particulate
matter) or outdoor air (WHO, 2009)13. Kenya’s mean urban PM10 (i.e., particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter smaller than 10 μm) was 38 μg m−3.14 This is nearly twice the guideline value
set in the 2005 AQG, and had a corresponding disability adjusted life years (DALYs)??/1000
capita/year value of 0.2, meaning that 101 deaths were preventable through healthier environments.
This environmental burden of disease is approximately 8 times relative to the worlds’ lowest.15 In
other words, Kenya’s DALYs/1000 cap is eight times higher that the lowest in the world.
Van Vliet and Kinney (2007) describe a study carried out in Nairobi in February 2006 that compared
PM2.5 concentrations on a heavy-traffic corridor (Thika Road) with those from an urban background
site (YMCA) less impacted by roadway emissions. They hypothesized that tailpipe emissions would
lead to substantially elevated concentrations on or near roadways. Their results (see Table 2 below)
suggest that urban background PM2.5 concentrations in Nairobi ranged between 15 and 28 μg m−3,
with a mean of 20 μg m−3. Much higher levels of PM2.5 were found on Thika Road, where
concentrations ranged from 397 to 431 μg m−3 (mean 414 μg m−3). Black carbon (BC) levels at the
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Many sources contributed to developing the conceptual framework that guided this study. These include; The
GTZ Sustainable Urban Transport Project - (2009, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c); The Interface for Cycling Expertise
Bicycle Partnership Program; Rails-to-Trails Conservancy (2008); Amekudzi, Khisty and Khayesi (2009);
UNEP (2009); EEA (2008, 2009a, 2009b); Institute for Transportation and Development Policy; The Global
Transport Knowledge Partnership; among others.
12
WHO (2005): “WHO Air Quality and Health Guidelines Global Update 2005” Report on a Working Group
Meeting, Bonn 18-20 October 2005 (no need for full references since there’s one already in the back, just do the
standard reference methods, e.g. WHO (2005) or WHO (2009)
13
WHO (2009): Country Profile of Environmental Burden of Disease – Kenya, WHO (Public Health and the
Environment): Geneva
14
Estimates based on national exposure and WHO country health statistics 2004
15
World lowest DALYs/1000 cap is 13, highest is 289
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background site averaged 5.7×105 m−1, whereas BC concentrations on the roadway were about 10fold higher, averaging 60 × 105 m−1.
Table: 2 Means and ranges of PM2.5 and black carbon concentrations at urban background and
roadway sites in Nairobi compared to WHO Standards16
Urban background Roadway
PM2.5 (μg m−3)

WHO Guideline Values and Averaging
Time

19.9 (15.027.8)

414.0 (396.8-431.3)

Black carbon (105
−1
m )

5.7 (4.4-6.7)

60.3 (53.5-67.0)

Sample size (N)

4

2

10 μg m−3 annual mean
−3

th

25 μg m 24-hour mean (99 Percentile)
No values

Source: van Vliet and P L Kinney (2007): Table 1 p.2

The majority (70.7%)
of pedestrians
interviewed showed
concern about traffic
pollution. The
respondents said
pollution affects air
quality making the
atmosphere
unpleasant (37%)

As tends to be the case, behind every statistic there are voices. In the
Nairobi case, a majority (70.7%) of pedestrians interviewed showed
concern about traffic pollution. Respondents said pollution affects air
quality making the atmosphere unpleasant (37%) while others said that
air pollution results in health complications. Thika Road and Outer Ring
Road have relatively higher proportion of pedestrians who said pollution
from motor traffic is an issue affecting walkability, while for cyclists traffic
pollution on Juja Road is relatively important an issue preventing them
from cycling. If the current modal split persists, and urbanisation and
motorisation rates follow their historical trajectories, then the
environmental risk of outdoor air pollution will increase and greater
number of people will suffer respiratory infections, selected
cardiopulmonary diseases and lung cancer due to exposure thereby
increasing the Nairobi’s and Kenya’s environmental burden of diseases.

while others said that
The way people travel (mobility) has a major
bearing on the environment and on their
health complications.
health. Health is an integral part of NMT. The
quality of life in a city like Nairobi is linked to
the modes of transport available and actually
used. Walking and cycling are clean ways to travel. Therefore, a key
consideration in assessing the performance of Nairobi’s transport system, if
sustainable or not, is the extent to which non-polluting modes of transport
are incentivized or managed.

air pollution results in

It is clear from the responses provided during interviews that a majority of
pedestrians and cyclists consider air pollution as an impediment to
accessibility. Accessibility describes the relationship between the spatial
configuration of land use and the transport system linking that land use. It is
the ability to reach desired goods, services, activities and destinations
(opportunities). Accessibility is evaluated based on the time, money,
discomfort and risk (the generalized cost) required to reach opportunities.

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 2: Sharing the road means providing facilities for all
road users;
Photo 3: Without NMT facilities cycling can be a risky!
16

The 2005 AQG set for the first time a guideline value for particulate matter. The aim is to achieve the lowest
concentrations possible. As no threshold for PM has been identified below which no damage to health is
observed, the recommended value should represent an acceptable and achievable objective to minimize health
effects in the context of local constraints, capabilities and public health priorities.
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Safety is a major concern in Nairobi and Kenya at large. There
are several dimensions related to safety, such as risk of injury,
which is related to road and traffic conditions, behaviour of road
users, as well as the enforcement of traffic laws. As Nairobi’s
population grows and vehicular traffic increases, the issue of
safety of vulnerable road users, in particular, becomes even more
urgent. iRAP uses a star rating system to indicate the level of in- Photo 4: Pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
In competition along Outer-ring Road
built safety for a given road. 5 star rating indicates a very high
level of safety, whereas 1 indicates a very low level of safety. The iRAP Report shows that Nairobi
roads are predominantly 3 or 4 stars for vehicle occupants, assuming speed limits are observed, but
only 2 star for pedestrians. In combination with the extremely high pedestrian flows on these roads,
this accounts for the high pedestrians fatality levels. Considering that pedestrians and cyclists are
among the most vulnerable road users in Nairobi in terms of accident fatalities involving them, the
Nairobi case study wanted to answer the question whether current design standards and financial
outlays for transport infrastructure development enable the achievement of universal safety objectives
for all road users, and if not what needs to be done to address the situation and circumstances?
In this report, therefore, accessibility, mobility and safety conditions have been brought together to
analyse the sustainability of Nairobi’s transport system. A transportation system that affords the
greater majority of users maximum mobility, access and safety is considered sustainable. This
perspective is relevant for cities like Nairobi where vulnerable road users who make the bulk of road
users are often forgotten in important policy and planning debates as well as investment decisions, a
situation that is inequitable, unsustainable, and therefore ought to be reversed.

4

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NAIROBI TRANSPORT
SYSTEM

Road Safety Fact Box: Kenya
Population:
Total road network:
Roads inspected:
Fatalities:
Death rate per 100,000 population:
Cost to economy:
Road safety target:

38.0 million
63,265km inter-urban (14% paved). Plus ~100,000km
rural roads and 14,500km of urban roads
2559km
3,760 within 30 days (2007) cited by WHO (2009)
10
No official data
50% reduction in fatalities between 2005-2010 in 2004
Road Safety Plan, but not implemented

Source: iRAP, 2009: p. 12

4.1 Nairobi’s Urban Structure
The transportation system in Nairobi is both a reflection and a consequence of a historical and an
ongoing interplay between the urban structure and the overall social-economic profiles of the city.
Historically, the growth of Nairobi has been guided by a fairly inflexible zoning regime with separated
industrial, commercial and residential belts. Although there is now a trend towards mixed land-use
patterns, the basic character of the city consists of:
•

An Industrial belt in the Eastern and North-Eastern parts of the city. This is defined by the
Eastern parts of Mombasa road, and belt around the Northern part of Outer Ring Road and to
the North East of Thika Road.

9

Box 1: Growth trends associated with Nairobi study roads
Jogoo Road: Notable developments include the informal market located near the city stadium
round-about and the “Jua Kali” (small scale industrial sheds). These activities rely on NMT modes
for support in terms of material supply and finished goods distribution. Commercial developments
in the form of offices and supermarkets / shopping malls along the road have led to increase of
pedestrian and motorised transport. Nairobi’s main industrial area is located near this road. The
road therefore continues to play an important road in providing linkage to other parts of the city.
Juja Road: The area served by this road has witnessed new development (high density
residential and commercial) which attract both non motorised and motorised transport modes. The
densification of the nearby Mathare informal settlement and conversion of properties fronting the
road for commercial purpose has generated much non motorised traffic along the road. Eastleigh
is linked to this road via 1st Avenue. Traders here also rely on non motorised transport for supply
and distribution of goods.
Outer-ring road: The commercial area of Kariobangi and Baba Dogo has experienced increased
activities especially related to the building and construction industry. These activities rely upon non
motorised and motorised means for customer support. The growing residential areas nearby
mainly rely upon non-motorised means for the supply of building materials.

•
•

The commercial Central Business District (CBD), defined by Uhuru Highway, Haile-Selassie
Avenue Kirinyaga Road, and spreading northwards to Westlands.
Residential areas surrounding the above land-uses, with particularly high population
concentrations in the Eastern side of Outer Ring Road, along Juja Road and in the informal
settlements in Kibera, Kawangware and Kangemi.

There is a correlation between population density and travel demand. The Nairobi case demonstrates
this well where the CBD and its immediate surroundings have been undergoing rapid changes over
the last decade. Consequently, areas adjacent to Jogoo and Juja Roads that were formerly low-tomedium density residential areas have over the years witnessed land use and density changes that
has resulted in more traffic (motorised and non-motorised). Despite this pattern of growth, planning of
of Nairobi has also contributed to the city’s unsustainable transport system. Because of weak
institutional capacities and legal provisions for land use planning, the right balance between land use
planning, urban grown and transport development has not been achieved.

Thousands

Trips/day

It is important to note that the growth of small scale commercial activities such as those witnessed
along Juja, Jogoo and Outer-ring roads has attracted non-motorised means of transport and
pedestrians equally. Given the nature of densification and land-use changes within the core and
surrounding areas
of Nairobi city, non
Fig 1: Trips per Day by Destination
motorised transport
modes will continue
4500
to play an important
4000
role
in
meeting
3500
2004
3000
transport demand.
2010

2500
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Home
Source: JICA, 2006

Work

School

Trip Destination

Others

For example, the
JICA study (2006)
forecasted total trips
in Nairobi to roughly
double from 4.82
million trips per day
in 2004 to 8.28
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million trips per day in 2025 (Figure 1). The current case study found that nearly 76.8% of travel is
within 5km. Out of the sampled respondents, 48.4% said they frequently walked for distances less
than 5km, while 16.2% cycled as shown in Figure 2. The modal split along the roads studied in
Nairobi point to the need to integrate NMT facilities in transport planning. Currently, there is very little
provision for cycleways and pedestrian walkways along all the roads covered in the study as
discussed in the next section.

4.2 The road network
The road network in Nairobi is based around a series of radial routes that radiate from the core central
business district (CBD) area. This network structure combined with the fact that Nairobi is Kenya’s
capital and primate city and has a CBD that is fast transforming into a market place with mushrooming
exhibition centers, works to channel traffic to the City Centre resulting in serious congestion in the
CBD.
From August 2009, the Nairobi City Council initiated a programme under its rapid results initiative to
decongest the CDB. The Minister for Nairobi Metropolitan Development recently said that $320 million
is lost annually on the roads by motorists due to traffic jams – (Daily Nation, 30 August, 2009). The
net impact could be significantly higher if the health cost due to higher emission levels resulting from
the typical slow-and-go move of traffic in congested arteries. The burden of increased air pollution
obviously falls on those who are not privileged to be driving. Moreover, while an argument can be
Map 01: Major arterials radiating from the CBD

Photo 5: Traffic Jam on Uhuru
Highway

Source: iRAP, 2009
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made that traffic speeds tend to be low in such circumstances (below 40km/hr), the benefits of safe
travel are not realised since pedestrians and cyclists still have to compete for road space, resulting in
relatively higher accident rates particularly in the more densely populated areas with busier roads
(e.g. Jogoo, Juja and Thika).
The current on-going programme to regulate vehicle access in the city is a step in the right direction.
However, more could be done in terms of planning for non-motorised transport through, for example,
actively promoting cycling and walking if steps can be taken to increase funding for NMT in road
budgets.

Photo 6: The picture to the left shows a cyclist riding northwards
on the carriageway along Outer-ring Road. Not only is there no
cycling facility provided, but carwash activities on the road
shoulder impeded NMT use of this space forcing users to compete
for the road. This is a major cause of accidents as statistics
clearly show, and NMT are the most vulnerable.
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Map 1: Land-use Transport Linkages (Thika, Juja, Outer Ring and Limuru Roads)

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
By: Climate XL (2009)
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Network characteristics for NMT facilities
Along the roads/arterials surveyed, the NMT network is largely incoherent and inconsistent. As seen
in the pictures below, there are major interruptions – garbage/uncollected waste, parked vehicles,
missing drainage grates, roadside barriers and small scale industrial activities on most arterials.
Moreover, because of the low walkways and bicycle paths to network densities, connectivity is equally
low. Most of the bicycle and pedestrian routes are neither continuous nor recognizable (Photo 7 and
8).
Photo 7: Street Impendence along Juja Road Photo 8

Maps 2 and 3 below show the dominant land-uses along the arterials that were the subject of this
study. Locations where primary data collection was conducted is indicated on the maps. Map 4 which
follows immediately after delves in some detail in one area (Mathare Valley and its surroundings)
along the surveyed road. It shows the interaction between land densities and accident patterns,
especially as it relates to non-motorised travel and transport.
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.Map 2: Land-use Transport Linkages (Thika, Juja, Outer Ring and Limuru Roads)

Figure 2: Land-use and Transport Linkages – [Langata, Karen and Ngong Roads]

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
By: Climate XL (2009)
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Map 3: Land-use Transport Linkages (Ngong Road and Langata Road)

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
By: Climate XL (2009)
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Juja Road
4.7km tarmac
paved urban
arterial road.
It passes via
high density
residential
areas with a lot
of informal
commercial
activities along
road reserve.

Mathare, a collection of slums in
Nairobi, has a population of
approximately 500,000 people. One of
the slums, Mathare Valley, harbors
180,000 people.

Mathare Valley

Despite the high intensity activity along and that
of people crossing the road, there are no
provisions for pedestrian crossing. The road is
narrow with only one lane for motorized traffic
hence the expectedly high cases of accidents
reported.
Number of road accidents in Nairobi 2008 © CCN 2009

With most of the accidents in the city reported to
be vehicle to pedestrian accidents, most are fatal
resulting to death or permanent deformity.
With the average vehicle speeds on the road
being over 50km/hr and a high overtaking
demand, there are no facilities for bicycle riders
and the various groups using NMT including
pedestrians.

Eastleigh

Is a highly dense middle income
residential suburb in Nairobi. Its
residents are mainly Somali refugees
carrying out business activities.

Map 4: Juja Road – A characterisation of land use, travel, traffic and transport markets and their impacts on safety
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4.3 Non-Motorised Transport in Nairobi
NMT in Nairobi includes walking, cycling for both personal transport and
for goods transportation, and the use of wheelchairs, hand-carts and
push-carts. According to a household travel survey by Aligula et al.
[2004]17, only 7.3% of the Nairobi population depends on private motorvehicle whereas 47.7% are dependent on walking. These findings are
also supported by the most recent and comprehensive urban transport
study in Nairobi by JICA [2006, ibid], which shows that out of 4.82
million trips per day made in Nairobi in 2004, 2.32 million trips/day were
made by either walking of cycling. This represents 48.2 % of all daily
trips. An overwhelming majority of the NMT trips [22.7million] are made by walking [47.1%] while
cycling contributes 55 thousand trips or 1.1% of all NMT trips.
Promoting safe
bicycling and walking
are crucial to
improving safe
mobility, accessibility,
quality of outdoor air,
and the health of the
population.

Further confirming the dominance NMT as a dominant mode of transport in Nairobi, a case study of
Jogoo Road by the SSATP programme of the World Bank and cited by Kasuku [2001]18 showed that
64% of all the trips originating from Eastlands - Jogoo Road corridor and terminating in industrial area
and CBD were pedestrian and 0.8% on bicycles.
Two dominant NMT traffic flow patterns are observable in Nairobi. One is a radial flow between
residential areas and areas surrounding the CBD where a wide range of formal and informal jobs are
found in the commercial, industrial and the informal [Jua Kali] sectors. The second pattern is
circumferential happening across different zones, for example between Dagoretti and Westlands or
between Kasarani and Makadara. These flows reflect the need for connectivity between low income
residential areas on the one hand, and the industrial areas, the Jua Kali zones and medium-to-high
income residential areas for domestic service jobs.

Barriers to the preservation and growth of NMT as a transportation mode in Nairobi
NMT usage in Nairobi is generally affected by insufficient facilities such as designated lanes, safe
crossings and incoherence of the NMT network. . Though there is an increasing trend towards
integration of NMT infrastructure in the urban networks, a lot more needs to be done to get to a
satisfactory level of safe, secure and efficient NMT network. Other barriers to use of NMTs can be
summarized as follows:
• Conflict with motor traffic: According to Police statistics, on average pedestrians accounted
for more than 70% fatalities during the period 2000-2008.19 This is attributed to absence of
safe pedestrian facilities and a driving culture that is not geared towards observing the safety
of other non-driving road users.
• Conflict with other utilities: Utility service lines for water supply, sewerage, storm drains,
telephone/internet, and power cables are a disruption to the NMT facilities. NMT facilities are
often dug-up for installation or maintenance and rarely restored to initial condition.
• Encroachment by business activities: Heavily pedestrianised facilities are attractive
locations for informal business activities such as food vendors, grocers, second hand cloth
dealers etc. Other encroachments include advertising bill boards and garbage dumps.
It is however important to point out that extending the benefits of transport investment resources to
users of NMT, is part of the objective of reducing road crash fatalities by at least 50% by 2014, which
will improve the overall transport safety for all road users. Police statistics for the period 1994-2008
show that on average pedestrians and pedal cyclists were primarily responsible for 28.6% and 9.1%
17

Aligula, et al., 2004: “Nairobi Household Travel Patterns Survey” Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research
and Analysis (KIPPRA)
18
Kasuku, S. (2001): “Provision of Pedestrian Transport Facilities in Nairobi City: The case of Jogoo Road”, MA
Thesis (Unpublished), Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Nairobi
19
Quoted in the Ministry of Transport supplement during the launch of the National Road Safety Council, Daily
Nation¸ August 18, 2009
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of road crashes nationally (Ministry of Transport, ibid), which is not surprising because they are not
well catered for in the transport plan for the city. Unfortunately, this study did not have direct access to
crash records for Nairobi, which are collected and complied by the Kenya Police – Traffic Department
on an hourly basis. Using the Accident Report Form (Police 41) [see Annex 10] it is theoretically
possible to isolate the probable causes of a road accident. The detailed data collected by police is not
only used in court, but relevant information is (sometimes) also shared with the road engineer
responsible for city roads as well as the other institutions (e.g., the National Road Safety Council).
These agencies, including transport planners, policy-makers, and road funders have all a role to play
in enhancing environmental protection and improving the quality of urban life.

4.4 State of Road Safety
There is a strong relationship between land-use, human and vehicular traffic density and accidents in
Nairobi. For example, Juja, Thika and Jogoo roads neighbourhoods are relatively highly populated
with dense urban settlements. As a result, these neighbourhoods generate significant traffic and travel
demand, both vehicular and non-motorised. As a result, they also tend to be associated with higher
accident cases as shown in the Figure 3 below.
One of the factors contributing to road fatalities in Kenya is road condition. Although not as important
as say human error, it nonetheless is critical in the facilitating equity on the road. A comparison
between Juja Road and Langata Road, for example, reveals differences in terms of number of lanes,
overtaking demand, and pedestrian crossing facilities (Table 3). It would appear that such differences,
including the differences in the surrounding areas (urban and semi-urban) could be a factor number of
accidents.
Fig 3:

Table 3: Comparison between Juja and Langata Road (Nairobi)
Variable
Area type
Number of lanes
Overtaking demand
Pedestrian crossing facility

Juja Road
100% urban
1
100% of road length
None

Langata Road
38% urban
2
60% of road length
One graded separated facility

Source: iRAP, 2009

Maps 4, 5 and 6 below provide a visual view of accident incidences on high density activity zones
along the three arterials, namely Jogoo Road, Limuru Road and Outer Ring Roads.
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Map 5: Juja Road

Small scale enterprises

Land use / Vehicle / Pedestrian and NMT Accident
Analysis

Markets

Outer-ring
roundabout
Mathare North
Chief’s Camp

Huruma Road

Moi Airbase

Juja Road:
nd

Fairview
Road

1st Avenue
Eastleigh

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City

2 Avenue
Eastleigh

High accident cases were observed near 1st and 2nd
avenues – Eastleigh, Moi airbase, Mathare Chief’s camp
and Huruma areas. This may be attributed to the small
scale enterprises and markets which attract many people
form the densely populated neighbourhood. 1st Avenue
Eastleigh, Huruma and Mathare Chief’s camp had 20, 21
and 17 respectively, cases of accidents involving
pedestrians in 2007 (City Council of Nairobi accident data).

Climate XL (2009)
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Thika Road

Baba Dogo area

Map 6: Outer- ring Road

Land use / Vehicle / Pedestrian
and NMT Accident Analysis

Outer – ring Road:
Data collected in 2007 shows
significant relationship between landuse and accidents reported. Within
Savannah / Donholm, Dandora –
Kangundo road over 15 cases were
reported in each in the year 2007.
A notable observation is Mutindwa
area where despite a busy market
and small scale enterprises existing
there were 9 cases reported
involving pedestrians. This may be
attributed to traffic calming measures
(speed bumps) introduced. Road
sections along highly populated
areas and lacking traffic calming
facilities have recorded high accident
numbers. These include Savannah
and Dandora- Kangundo Road.

Dandora – Kangundo
Road

Mutindwa area

Jam Rescue area

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

Savanna and new
21
Donholm area

Map 7: Jogoo Road

Land use / Vehicle / Pedestrian and NMT Accident Analysis

Burma Market
Stadium area

Kilimambogo road

Likoni road

Nyasa road

Rabai road

Jogoo Road:

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

There is a strong relationship between land-use and accidents within
Jogoo road. Notable is the high numbers recorded in 2007 near Burma
market / Stadium zone and Kilimambogo – Jogoo Road junction
(where a large informal markets exists). These markets serve the
highly populated neighbourhoods located along the busy Jogoo road.
Similarly a small scale enterprise and market zone exists along Rabai
road, which explains the high number of accident cases involving
pedestrians (12) reported in 2007. A fly-over bridge (which has a low
use rate ) has been provided near the Nyasa road junction. The highly
populated neighbourhoods and small scale enterprises located here
generate high volumes of pedestrians and NMT usage.
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5

THE NMT PLANNING FRAMEWORK

5.1 Institutional and Financial Responsibilities for Nairobi’s Road
Network
The responsibilities for the road network in Nairobi are shared between the Ministry of Roads which has
the responsibility for the national roads – consisting of the majority of the radial routes into the city - , and
the Kenya Urban Roads Authority. The Ministry of Roads’ annual road budget for the 2009/10 financial
year is Ksh60 billion (about US$0.8 billion). KURA is mandated with the responsibility for management,
development, rehabilitation and maintenance of all public roads in the cities and municipalities in Kenya
except where such roads are national roads.
The Kenya Roads Board (KRB) is responsible for allocating maintenance funds to all Road Authorities.
The bulk of the revenue is from fuel levy and road transit fees. For the 2009/2010 financial year the KRB
budget is KSh20 billion (about US$260m). Table 4 shows the allocation of funds to the beneficiary road
agencies and their respective road network.
Table 4: Road funds allocation by agency and network coverage
ROAD AGENCY
ROAD NETWORK (Km)
Kenya National Highways
15,000
(Ministry of Roads)
Kenya Urban Roads Authority
8,000
Kenya Rural Roads Authority
152,000

% ALLOCATION OF BUDGET
40%
15%
32%

Source: Climate XL Field Study, 2009

The KRB Board can allocate 10% of the budget as it sees fit. Furthermore, this financial year KRB Board
has allocated 0.025% (US$6.5m) for road safety. Road Agencies are expected to make proposals on how
they intend to spend the funds. In the 2008/9 financial year the KRB invested Ksh31m (about
US$402.6m) out of Ksh8.5 billion (about US$110.4m) in road safety. This represents about 0.4% of the
budget. Whilst this amount appears low it should be noted that some of the maintenance funds impact on
safety. For example road markings, signage and road surface reseals contribute to improving road safety.
The KRB lamented the fact that when projects incur cost overruns, safety provisions are the ones that are
usually compromised by contractors.
The Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Development funding for NMT facilities is Ksh100m (about
US$1.3million) for the current Financial Year 2009/10. Out of this KSh63 million (US$0.84m) has been
allocated to construct pedestrian walkways and footbridges along First Avenue Eastleigh, which joins
Jogoo Road and Juja Road. This needs to be seen in the context that the Ministry is only 1.5 years old
and therefore it may be too soon to identify trends. Nonetheless, Metro 2030 strategy has many good
proposals which, if implemented, have the potential of radically improving Nairobi’s transport system to be
safer and sustainable.
Nairobi City Council annual budget for roads (including some NMTs) from the Kenya Roads Board is
about 1billion shillings (about US$13m). In addition the Nairobi Metropolitan has provided about US$1.3m
for NMT facilities for the 2009/2010 financial year
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From the interviews carried out with key institutions, it became apparent that there is no specific allocation
of the costs for the provision of NMT facilities within the construction or rehabilitation of the carriageway.
The Ministry of Roads also confirmed that in the Bills of Quantities the costs of the carriageway and
sidewalks are combined. This is also the case with the AfDB funded Thika Road project where the costs
have not been dis-aggregated.

6

ASSESSMENT OF NMT FACILITIES AND USER’S
PERSPECTIVES

6.1 NMT OWNERSHIP AND USAGE
It emerged from the study that 52.4% of the NMT users were pedestrians, 23.2% cyclists and 10.8%

handcart pullers/pushers (Fig 4). This shows that walking is the most popular NMT type in the study areas
and confirms what previous studies have indicated.

6.2 NMT infrastructure
Walkability
Interviews with pedestrian indicate that majority of them feel they do not have adequate facilities (81%) to
walk on in their respective routes while an even bigger number (86%) indicated absence of safe crossings
on their road as a big problem routes (Fig 5 and Fig 6). This is consistent with the findings by iRAP that
showed inadequacy of NMT facilities alongside carriageway and at crossing points. In particular, the
iRAP study shows that most fatalities happen at crossings.
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The Nairobi case study also found out that 53.7% of the pedestrians interviewed walk to their respective
destinations on daily basis. The results further show that as many as 97.6% of the respondents do walk at
least occasionally. It was also found that the major deterrent to walking was a sense of absence of safety
from motorized traffic, especially public service vehicles. Other problem highlighted includes pollution and
lack of security, especially at night.
There is also mutual distrust between pedestrians and public service vehicle (PSV) operators with 55.6%
of PSVs crews complaining of the way pedestrians behave. The PSV crews also attributed the highest
number of accidents (39.5%) to pedestrians, 30.6% to handcarts and 26.1% to cyclists.
Respondents proposed several facilities and services, which could enhance walking, 88.3% proposed
improvement of the existing facility which is more of a counter-measure.
Cycling conditions
Respondents listed the following as key attributes of a road enhancing cycling;
•
•
•
•

Expansion of cycling path
Provision of bicycle parking areas
Provision of road shoulder
Low traffic

•
•
•

Street lighting
Public awareness about NMT
Regular police patrol
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Table 5: Existing infrastructural provision on the study roads
STUDY ROADS (also ASSESSED BY iRAP)
VARIABLES

SUB
VARIABLE

NGONG

LANGATA

JOGOO

OUTERRING

JUJA

LIMURU

Length (km)

13.3

15.4

5.3

4

4.7

8.5

Pedestrian
crossing
facilities

Nil

1 grade
separated

1 grade
separated

Nil

1 crosswalk
(zebra
crossing)

Nil

North to
South

West to East
(away from
city centre)

Sidewalk
provision left
(km)

Designated
“left” direction
during
assessment

West to
East
(towards
city
centre)

Physical
barrier

Sidewalk
provision right
(km)

Paved
shoulder
width (km)
Unpaved
shoulder
width (km)

0.2

South to
North West
(away from
city centre)
1.1

Non-physical
separation
>3m

0.1

0.2

1.6

Non-physical
separation
>1<3m

2.2

1

0.3

Adjacent to
traffic

2.7

0.8

2.7

None

8.3

13.2

0.7

Physical
barrier

0.2

3.1
4

1.6

7.4
0.1

Non-physical
separation
>3m
Non-physical
separation
>1<3m

1.1

Adjacent to
traffic

3.9

0.2

None

8.1

15.2

5.3

4

1.7

8.4

None

13.3

15.4

5.3

4

4.7

8.5

Some (variable
width)

10

15.5

0.2

4

0.9

8.1

Unpaved 0<
Width<=1m

Unpaved 0<
Width<=1m

None

3.3

3

Some

Facilities for
bicycles
Number of
road lanes
(total)

East to West
(away from
city centre)

(footbridge
across the
road)
East to West
(towards city
centre)

2 lanes
4 lanes

Unpaved 0<
Width<=1
5.1

3.8

0.4

None

None

None

None

None

None

13.3km

9.4km

0.2km

4km

4.7km

8.5km

6km

5.1km

Source: iRAP, 2009 and Climate XL Field Study, 2009; Notes Shaded cells reported as Nil by iRAP but

adjusted following physical verification by study.
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7

PROPOSALS FOR COUNTERMEASURES AND MINIMAL
DESIGN

7.1 Typical countermeasures
Measures and countermeasures20 for safe NMT usage fall into categories - engineering, education, and
enforcement. In their July 2009 Kenya Road Safety report, iRAP recommended a menu of engineering
countermeasures on Nairobi Roads. iRAP also calculated the economic benefits (mainly based on lives
saved) of implementing the countermeasures. Respondents in the study also proposed interventions for
existing and future roads. The two proposals are listed in Table 6 below.
Table 6: Comparison between iRAP and Nairobi NMT study proposals
iRAP PROPOSALS
Improved pedestrian crossings; Marked crosswalks indicate optimal or preferred locations for
pedestrians to cross and help designate right-of-way for motorists to yield to pedestrians
Shoulder widening
Roadside Safety Barriers
Additional lanes and delineation
Road Surface Upgrade
Regulation of roadside commercial activities
Parking improvements
Intersection improvements
Refuge Islands
STUDY RESPONDENTS PROPOSALS
Provision of crosswalks (zebra crossings) and footbridges
Road widening (Shoulder, walkways, cycleway)
Proper solid waste management
Separation of pedestrian paths from main road
Surfacing of foot paths
Planting of trees and landscaping
Regular Police patrols
Proper road markings
Speed bumps to reduce vehicle speeds
Source: iRAP, 2009 and Climate XL Field Survey, 2009
Virtually all organisations involved in the provision of roads consulted confessed that they do not carry out impact assessment of
counter measures, although some have plans to do so in future. In one case an engineer spent time observing users of a foot
bridge across Mbagathi road. He noticed only 2 people using the footbridge in over an hour. The bulk of the people were crossing
under the bridge, risking being hit by vehicles. He subsequently arranged for erection of a barrier fence under the footbridge along
the road to prevent people from crossing on the road (this may not necessarily be a solution). His take on possible reasons why
people avoid the provided footbridge are (1) security concerns (2) some people use the footbridge as a toilet rendering it
unattractive to use. This is easy to fix by making footbridges more open and removing billboards from them and ensuring that they
are well-lit.

20

"Measures" are put during road construction and "countermeasures" are installed at a later date based on
observed need.
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Design Guidelines for NMT Facilities
Proposed design standards
The JICA Study (2006) proposed 3m wide walkways, 2m wide cycle tracks, 1m wide greenbelt/planter
buffer (for Minor Arterials, Principal Arterials and International Highways and if required for Local Roads
and Collector Roads). Table 7 shows the proposed typical layout of facilities for motorized vehicles and
NMTs.
Table 7: Typical relative location of sidewalks and cycle ways for 2-lane road
ROAD RESERVE 60m Wide
3m

2m

5m

2.5m

2.5m

2x3.5m

16m

2x3.5m

2.5m

2.5m

5m

2m

3m

Walk
way

Cycle
way

Green
belt

Drain

Shoulder

Carriage
way

Median

Carriage
way

Shoulder

Drain

Green
belt

Cycle
way

Walk
way

Source: JICA, 2006

Table 8 shows the minimum design specifications proposed by the same study
Table 8: Minimum design width specifications for urban sidewalks/walkways
Local or collector streets

1.5 m

Arterial or major streets

1.8 to 2.4 m

CBD areas

2.4 to 3.7 m*

Along parks, schools, and other major pedestrian generators 2.4 to 3.0 m )
Source: JICA, 2006
Notes

*2.4-m minimum in commercial areas with a planter strip (landscaped buffer),
3.7-m minimum in commercial areas with no planter strip/green belt.

The proposed geometric design standards are in Annex 3, whilst pavement design standards proposed
by the JICA study are in Annex 4.
Generic design principles
Sidewalks21, walkways, cycle lanes and cycle ways should be continuous and should be part of a
transport system that provides access to goods, services, transit, and homes. Well-designed walking
environments are enhanced by urban design elements and street furniture, such as benches, bus
shelters, trash bins, and water fountains and public toilets.
Sidewalks and walkways should be kept clear of poles, signposts, newspaper racks, and other obstacles
that could block the path, obscure a driver’s view or pedestrian visibility, or become a tripping hazard.
Such areas must also be properly maintained and kept clear of debris, overgrown landscaping, tripping
hazards, or areas where water accumulates.
Where space is limited, providing fully segregated sidewalks ways and cycle lanes can be done by
widening shoulders on both sides of a road and installing non-vehicle mountable kerb stones. This may
be a viable option for retrofitting some of the existing roads such as Outer Ring Road and Karen Road
that have little room for expansion in terms of the width of the road servitude.
Design and attributes of pedestrians and cyclists
21

Sidewalks and cycle lanes are located on the road shoulder next to vehicular traffic. Walkways and cycleways are
physically segregated from the road, usually by drainage or planter buffer.
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Although pedestrians and cyclists sometimes share the same space from a design perspective it is
important to consider their similarities and differences.
• Similarities
Both pedestrian and cyclists tend to be slower than motor vehicle traffic, except in few occasions of traffic
congestion. Both travel near the edge of the road in conflict with other demands such as drainage,
driveways, utility poles, and signs. They are vulnerable to weather, traffic volumes and traffic speeds,
especially the PSVs/Matatus who stop and pick passengers without warning anywhere on the roadside.
• Differences
Pedestrians are generally slower than cyclists, can change directions quickly, and frequently stop. Where
convenient bicyclists can ride on the roadway and follow vehicle traffic rules and thus move even faster.
Pedestrians require separated facilities, special consideration at intersections and traffic signals, and a
comfortable walking environment. Pedestrians can cross the road anywhere where they feel safe to do so
(and cyclists can’t because once they ride on the road they are expected to follow similar rules as
vehicular traffic).

7.2 Sidewalk/Walkway design
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Even where existing traffic volumes may not justify installation of walkways and cycle ways, it is
good practice to secure/reserve the right of way for future installation.
It is recommended that if roadways are to be widened, additional space must be acquired rather
than narrowing sidewalks and cycle lanes to accommodate a wider roadway.
Continuous sidewalks and walkways should be placed along both sides of roads and streets in
urban and suburban areas.
Sidewalks/walkways should connect to side streets and adjacent buildings.
Accessible crossings should be provided across median (pedestrian refuge) islands
Frontage road (a local access road that runs parallel to a highway and allows local traffic to gain
access to property without impeding the flow of traffic along the highway) medians, and other
raised islands.
There should be provisions for wheel chair users by providing an appropriate riding surface and
absolute minimum width of 0.9m at any point where there are obstructions.

Sidewalk/Walkway Width
The width of a sidewalk or walk way depends primarily on the number of pedestrians who are expected to
use the sidewalk at a given time as assessed through pedestrian traffic surveys. A sidewalk width of 1.5m
is needed for two adult pedestrians to comfortably pass or walk side-by-side. Sidewalks on Limuru Road,
for example, are less that 1m width and are inadequate, unsafe and inconvenient for pedestrians during
peak hours.
Sidewalk/Walkway Surface
Concrete is the preferred sidewalk surface, providing the longest service life and requiring the least
amount of maintenance. Asphalt is an acceptable walkway surface in rural areas and in park settings.
Sidewalks may be constructed with bricks and pavers if they are constructed to avoid settling; bricks
should be easy to reset or replace if there is damage posing a tripping hazard.

Safety Buffers
Buffer areas between NMT and motorised traffic are important to provide greater levels of comfort,
security, and safety to pedestrians. Buffers also provide the added space to make kerb ramps and
landings accessible. When the ramps and landings are designed properly, they are also better utilized by
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those pushing strollers or pulling carts and luggage. Landscaped buffers/planters/greenbelts provide a
space for poles, signs, utilities and other obstructions. The ideal width of a planting strip is 0.6m to 1.8 m.
It may be more if space is available.
Kerb Ramps
They provide access between the sidewalk and roadway for people using wheelchairs, strollers, walkers,
crutches, bicycles, and also for pedestrians with mobility impairments. Currently, in Nairobi Public
transport buses do not have facilities for people on wheel chairs to enter the bus on wheel chairs. The
planned future mass transit public transport system envisages utilizing state of the art buses. In order to
future-proof the infrastructure, kerb ramps should be provided at bus stops for new and retrofitted roads.
Kerb ramps must be provided at all intersection crossings and pedestrian refuge islands for ease of
access by wheelchairs, strollers, the elderly and those with any form of mobility impairment.
Lighting
This study established that inadequate street lighting is one of the reasons pedestrians and cyclists
refrain from moving after dark in Nairobi. Good street lighting improves the visibility, comfort, and security
of all users – motorists and NMT users. In urban areas, it is important to light at least the intersections
and other pedestrian crossing areas. Lighting is also recommended in areas where there is a high
concentration of night-time pedestrian activity, such as shops, downtown areas, and public transport
pickup/drop points, places of worship, schools, and community centres.
Other design considerations
• Erection of concrete bollards to limit encroachment by motor vehicles. Such bollards have been
erected along Mbagathi and Langata roads. These should ideally be erected where
PSVs/Matatus can leave the road and enter the walkway or cycle way. It is important to install
non mountable kerb stones along the edge of the road to prevent errant drivers from crossing
over and driving along sidewalks/walkways during traffic jams.
• Drainage grates and manhole covers should be located outside the travel paths of pedestrians
and cyclists.
• Anti-erosion countermeasures should be installed on slopes next to walk ways and cycle ways

Minimum Design for Accessibility
The easiest way to visualize accessibility requirements (grade, cross-slope, and clear width) is with the
concept of a “continuous passage.” Sidewalks/walk ways must provide a continuous route at a 2 percent
maximum cross-slope at a minimum width of 1.5m and at no point should the access width be less than
0.9 m (standard width of a wheelchair). This does not mean that 0.9 m is an acceptable sidewalk/walk
way width; just that at no point shall the level area be less than 0.9 m wide; this applies mainly at
obstructions, driveways, and kerb ramps. Recommended minimum sidewalk width is 1.5m giving
sufficient space for a wheelchair user and a walker to pass one another. A width of 3m is recommended
as it allows two wheelchairs to pass one another comfortably.

7.3 Cycling in practice: Design considerations
Recommended geometric and pavement design standards for designing cycleways are shown in Annex
5.
The bullet points below give a rough guidance to some of the minimum design considerations for cyclists;
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•

•
•
•

•

Cyclist, pedestrians and motor vehicles travel at different speeds and need to be segregated to
the extent possible. For new roads this can be easily done through acquisition of an adequate
road reserve
Integrated facilities for cycles and vehicles may be viable where traffic volumes and speed can be
minimized to a level that does not pose a safety risk to cyclists.
Most bicycles available in Nairobi do not have suspension. It is therefore necessary to provide a
smooth surface, with minimal roughness for traction and skid resistance.
Cyclists use muscles hence the design should aim to minimize energy loss such as designs that
minimize steep ascents and designing direct routes as much as possible without compromising
safety.
Designs should have as much continuity as possible along cycle routes. A cycle route could be a
combination of facilities such as a low trafficked roadway, cycle lane (road shoulder segregated
by a painted line), and cycle ways (dedicated cycling way physically separated from the road).
Walkways (which could be used as cycle ways during non peak pedestrian periods). on a number
of retrofitted roads in Nairobi such as State Road and Jogoo Road have open drains across them
to allow flow of water from the road. These facilities cannot be used by cyclists as this would
entail getting off the bicycle every 50m or less. A covered drain would solve the problem. See
pictures below.
Photo 9: NMT facilities that impede NMT mobility Photo 10
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•

•
•

Bike storage racks: It is important to provide safe and secure cycle parking facilities where the
journey ends or where cycles can leave their bicycles to connect to another mode of transport.
There are no such facilities in Nairobi at the moment. Many would-be cyclists are put off cycling
by this deficiency.
Designers should ensure that cyclists are visible to other road users, especially at places (such
as junctions) where there is potential conflict amongst road users.
Ideally, cyclists should be able to ride side by side, both from a safety perspective (parent cycling
with a child) and a social perspective. Since there is no provision of facilities for cycling in Nairobi
most cyclists ride in a single file on the limited available space.

8

PRIORITISING NMT FACILITIES INTERVENTIONS

Possible criteria for prioritizing roads where interventions need to be made include:
1. Speed - this is the key target in road safety interventions, i.e. to reduce the speed. There is a direct
relationship between speed and the number and severity of crashes; high-speed facilities may rank
higher if speed is a criterion. Growth in private cars in Nairobi is creating congestion in most roads
resulting in very low average speed. This may become an issue if Nairobi by-passes and other major
roads (such as Thika Road) are widened providing more vehicular capacity.
2. Accident data – the priority is to attend to accident prone areas first. Data on accident black spots
usually provides a pattern on where countermeasures would be best located.
3. Population and land use: Arterial streets in high population density areas should take precedence
because they generally have higher pedestrian use, mixed modes of transport travelling at different
speeds. Jogoo Road, Ngong Road, Juja Road, Outer Ring Road are such examples.
a) School Walking Zones: Roads in these zones are prime candidates for sidewalk retrofitting as
children are generally vulnerable to motorised transport. There seems not to be any particular
regard with respect to school-going children. For example, in spite of having a number of schools
along Langata Road there is no dedicated crossing facilities for school goers. Traffic calming and
crossing facilities should be mandatory on all roads next to schools.
b) Neighbourhood Priorities: Sometimes local residents create their own direct routes. These
should be assessed and adopted if they do not violate land use plans and safety considerations.
c) Shopping Malls and Markets: Areas of high commercial activity generate high pedestrian use,
even if they are primarily motorists who have parked their car. Sidewalks/walkways and cycle
lanes/cycle ways are needed to improve safety and enhance the economic viability of these
areas. For example, the Ngong Road/Mugo Kabiru and Ngong Road/Ring Road Kilimani
junctions next to Nakumatt Prestige have not been improved despite the development of the mall,
which is a major traffic attraction.
d) Other generators of NMT users: Hospitals, places of worship, community centres, sports
arenas, and other public places are natural pedestrian generators where sidewalks/walkways and
cycle lanes/cycle ways should be given priority.
4. Transit Routes: Users of public transport need sidewalks to access transit stops.
5. Missing Links: Installing sidewalks/walkways and cycle lanes/cycle ways to connect local community
areas to each other creates continuous NMT systems.
The following five maps, Maps 8 through Map 12 illustrate countermeasures proposed by this study and
compared with those proposed by iRAP.
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Huruma – Mathare section
This section of the road between Huruma and Mathare requires street
lighting, and side-walks. There is sufficient reserve for developing
sidewalks and other NMT facilities. The high number of accidents recorded
here justifies the development of NMT facilities

Map 8: Juja Road
Countermeasures for improvement of NMT
facilities
Markets - Eastleigh Section
High pedestrian traffic volume as a result of
the market necessitate the provision of
pedestrian crossing within this area

Outer-r
rounda
Mathare North
Chief’s Camp
Moi Airbase

Huruma Road

Juja Road: Nairobi Study Proposed Counter-measures
•

1. Sidewalks/walkways and pedestrian crossings to accommodate hig

pedestrian traffic from residential neighbourhoods leading to commerci
market nodes.

st

Fairview
Road

1 Avenue
Eastleigh

2nd Avenue
Eastleigh

•

gain access to property without impeding the flow of traffic along the hi
•

3. Lighting to be provided since there is a high concentration of night-t

pedestrian activity, such as commercial and market nodes, public trans
pickup/drop points.

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

2. Frontage road running parallel to Juja Road which allows local traffi

•

4. Police enforcement and driver /pedestrian education programmes

NB: The i-RAP study recommended the following countermeasures for Juja
Road:- Pedestrian crossings, shoulder widening and delineation
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Thika Road

Baba dogo and
Kariobangi area

Map 9: Outer- ring Road
Countermeasures for
improvement of NMT facilities

Outer – Ring Road: Nairobi Study
Proposed Counter-measures

1. There is need for pedestrian crossings
in these area especially where the small
commercial enterprises and markets
(Savanna / New Donholm, Kangundo
Road and Kariobangi)
2. Frontage road running parallel to Outer-ring
Road to allow local traffic to gain access to
property without impeding the flow of traffic.
This is necessary between Jam-rescue and
Mutindwa areas as well as Kariobangi

Dandora – Kangundo
Road

Mutindwa area

3. The entire length of Outer-ring Road
requires lighting to ensure pedestrian safety at
night. There is high pedestrian traffic within the
residential neighbourhoods of Umoja and
Buru-Buru

4. Police enforcement as well as driver /
pedestrian safety and awareness campaign

Jam Rescue area

NB: The i-RAP study recommended Refuge
Island as the countermeasure for Outer-ring
Road.

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)
Savanna and new Donholm area
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Map 10: Jogoo Road
Countermeasures for improvement of NMT facilities

Burma Market
Stadium area

Kilimambogo Road

Likoni Road

Nyasa Road

Rabai Road

Jogoo Road: Nairobi Study Proposed Counter-measures

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

1. There is need for pedestrian crossings in these areas especially
where there are small commercial enterprises and markets (Burma
Market, Rabai and Likoni Roads)
4. Police enforcement and pedestrian safety and awareness campaign
required since the road is served by many public service vehicles
NB: The i-RAP study recommended Pedestrian crossings and Road side
Hazard removal countermeasures for Jogoo Road.
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Markets

Map 11: Langata Road
Mbagathi Road

Countermeasures for improvement of NMT
facilities
Small scale
enterprises

Nairobi Dam Estate
& Carnivore Road

Langata Road: Nairobi Study Proposed Counter-measures

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

Army barracks

1. Pedestrian crossings are necessary near the following areas (Kenya
Army Barracks –Langata, Southlands junction and Nairobi Dam estate /
Carnivore Road
2. Frontage road running parallel to Langata road which allows local traffic to
gain access to property without impeding the flow around Wilson Airport area
4. Police enforcement and driver / pedestrian education programmes since the road
has a high number of public service vehicles
NB: The i-RAP study recommended the following countermeasures36
for Langata
Road:-Pedestrian crossings, shoulder widening, road surface upgrade, intersection roundabout and delineation

Map 12: Ngong Road
Countermeasures for improvement of NMT
facilities

Markets / Commercial nodes
Elgeyo Marakwet &
Suna Road

Mugo
Kabiru/RingRroad
Kili
i

Dagoretti

Muchai Drive

Ngong Road: Nairobi Study Proposed Counter-measures

Non Motorised Transport Study
Nairobi City
Climate XL (2009)

1. Pedestrian crossings are necessary near the following areas (Dagoretti Market, Nakumatt
Supermarket, Elgeyo Marakwet/Adam Arcade, and Muchai Drive junction. Others include
Wood Avenue junction and Kenya Science Teachers college.
2. Frontage road running parallel to Ngong Road between Muchai Drive and Mugo Kabiru
Road. This section is undergoing land-use change from low density residential to commercial
and high density residential.
4. Police enforcement and driver/pedestrian education programmes since the road has a high
number of public service vehicles serving Ngong, Karen and Kikuyu areas.
NB: The i-RAP study recommended the following countermeasures for Ngong Road:-Pedestrian
crossings, delineation, shoulder widening and intersection/roundabout development
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9

JUSTIFICATION FOR DEPLOYING AT LEAST 10% OF ROAD
FINANCING TO SAFETY INCLUSIVE OF NMT FACILITIES

As indicated elsewhere, majority of the trips undertaken in Nairobi use NMT. On that basis alone, there is
a clear case for deliberately making provisions for this significant urban transport market. However, there
other compelling reasons why investments in infrastructure for NMT users makes economic, social and
political sense. For example, the iRAP report (2009) argues that by investing $3.5m in pedestrian
crossings, 10,300 deaths and serious injuries could be prevented. Again, by investing $1.9m in
segregated pathways on the Nairobi roads, 4,200 deaths and serious injuries could be prevented.
Whereas there is inadequate official data to show the detailed composition of a road investment package,
a deductive analysis of some of the recent projects that have NMT components show that a 10%
allocation of the overall budget to NMT safety intervention may actually be on the lower scale of what is
required.
If there is money for a road, there is money for a walkway and cycle way in as much as somebody
constructing a house also provides doors and windows. Whoever is paying for a road should also
pay for facilities for non motorised transport.
Gamelihle Sibanda, Transport Infrastructure Engineer

“There is no provision for cyclists in Nairobi at all. Even for pedestrians there is hardly any
provision. Cyclists compete for space with cars. Cyclists are not considered as road users at all not just by motorists. I think the problem begins with planning. City planners have not considered
pedestrians and cyclists as effective road users”
Quote from Frederick Kwame, Regional Director for Oxfam in the Horn East and
Central Africa, two days after he was knocked down by a bus in Nairobi, Kenya although he had
right of way. This was his first serous accident in 17 years of cycling. In many countries (July
2009)

9.1 Current construction cost of providing sidewalks and walkways
in Nairobi
Ideal approach to obtaining costs
Ideally it should be possible to walk into any of the institutions involved in provision of facilities for NMTs
and obtain costs of providing such infrastructure. Sadly none of the institutions consulted had such data
readily available. In the second best case it should be possible to obtain the same data by reviewing
current and previous contract documents and then extracting the costs of providing facilities for NMTs.
Again this was not possible.
For the Ministry of Roads at the time of writing this report it is not possible to establish the cost of
sidewalks since in the Bills of Quantities there is no separation between carriageway and sidewalks. The
study was informed that in the past, road shoulders (which double as sidewalks and cycle lanes) were
constructed out of materials of a lower standard than those for the carriageway. The Ministry of Roads felt
there was no cost saving with this approach as originally envisaged and now the shoulders are
constructed using the same pavement materials as the carriageway.
For the Nairobi Municipality the study obtained the total budget, length and dimensions of the sidewalk of
a road undergoing retrofitting. The Nairobi Municipality is now enforcing a 1.5 m width as the minimum
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design for sidewalks on road works. This is proposed to increase to 2 m minimum in the “Road Design
Guidelines for Urban Roads” currently being revised and expected to be ready before end of the year
2009. However, actual costs of how much is spent on pedestrian facilities on various roads in Nairobi
costs were not available. Even where some retrofitting has been done, it emerged from discussions with
the Engineers overseeing the works that the costs are skewed and not based on ideal standards due to
budgetary constraints. This means it may be necessary to retrofit these roads again in future at a higher
total cost due to multiple mobilisation of labour and equipment.
Deductive approach to establishing costs of constructing sidewalks and walkways.
In the absence of readily available costs for constructing NMT facilities this study used three deductive
approaches to arrive at realistic cost estimates. That is,
(1) Using sidewalk construction costs and dimensions from the Eastleigh 1st Avenue which is being
retrofitted by the City Council of Nairobi,
(2) Using sidewalk (road shoulder) width as a proportion of the width of the carriageway for roads
constructed by the Ministry of Roads, and
(3) Using walkway and cycle way construction cost estimates, quantities and dimensions proposed
by the JICA Study (2006).
City Council of Nairobi
The Eastleigh 1st Avenue is being retrofitted at a budget of KSh63million (US$0.81m). The sidewalks are
4m wide and 3km in length on either side of the road giving a total length of 6km. This gives a cost of KSh
2,667/m222 or US$35/m2. Therefore, sidewalks on both sides of the roadway roughly cost $105,000 and
$350,000 per kilometre, for a 1.5 m and 5 m width respectively. Using the Nairobi Municipality costs for
the Minimum design sidewalk of 1.5m on either side of the road, the estimated cost for the minimum
standard is $105,000/km23.
Ministry of Roads
A typical vehicular lane is 3.5m wide and a typical shoulder width is 1.5m (can be up to 2.5m). Therefore,
for a 2 lane road the width of the shoulders is 3m and the two lanes add up to 7m giving a sum width of
10m. Given that the shoulders are constructed from the same material as the carriageway and assuming
a uniform degree of compaction the construction cost of the shoulders (sidewalks) constitutes 3/10 or
30%.
For a road with 4 lanes, the total width of the shoulders plus carriageway 17m. In this case the relative
cost of the shoulders (sidewalks) constitutes 3/17 or 17.6%.
JICA Study
Figures from the JICA (2006) study give an estimated construction cost of KSh51.2m/km or
US$664,935/km. For NMT facilities the estimated cost is US$258,442/km. This figure is not
disaggregated to show the cost elements of a cycleway and that of a pedestrian walkway, but based on
the designs proposed by the JICA study we assume that it is based on a 2m cycle-way with asphalt,
concrete, base course and sub-base course and a 3m walk-way with concrete blocks on both sides of the
road. Assuming the cycleway and walkway costs are the same (cycleway is generally more expensive)
per square metre then the cost is US$258/10 i.e., US$25.8/ m2.Therefore, sidewalks on both sides of the
roadway (width range of 1.5m to 5m) can run roughly at $77,000 to $258,000 per kilometre. This works
out to 10% to 28% for NMT facilities (for 1.5m to 5m width respectively).
22

1US$=KSh77.00 (mean June 2009 rate)
That is $35 x 1.5 = $52.50 per linear metre and for two lanes i.e. one on either side of the road = $105,000/km. This
is a basic cost excluding special treatment like drainage gutters.

23
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The same study estimates that a 4 lane road costs KSh89.5m/km or US$ $1,162,334/km. Using the
above NMT estimate costs the total construction costs for the road ranges from $1,162,411/km to
$1,420,334/km. This works out to 7% to18% for NMT facilities (1.5m to 5m width).
The same study estimates a 6 lane road at KSh113.8m/km or $1,477,922/km. Using above NMT
estimate costs the total construction costs for the road ranges from (1,477,922+77,000) to
(1,477,922+258,000) = $1,554,922/km to $1,735,922/km. This works out to 5% to 15% for NMT facilities
(1.5m to 5m width).
Example from USA
The cost of constructing sidewalks alone is relatively low; typical bids run between $24 and $36 per
meters squared, which roughly translates to $43 to $64 per lineal meter for 1.8-m wide sidewalks.
Therefore, equivalent sidewalks on both sides of the roadway (at 1.5 m width) can run roughly between
$72,000 and $108,000 per kilometre (costs from Oregon DOT, USA 1999).

Table 9: Summary of deduced construction costs for a sidewalk or walkway
NMT
FACILITY

Sidewalk
Sidewalk

DATA
SOURCE

CCN, 2009
Ministry of
Roads, 2009
Sidewalk
Ministry of
Roads, 2009
Walkway
JICA Study,
2006
Walkway
JICA Study,
2006
Walkway
JCA Study,
2006
Sidewalk
USA State of
Oregon ,
1999
Source: Various

NUMBER
OF
ROAD
LANES

COST PER
KM ON
BOTH
SIDES OF
THE ROAD

COST OF NMT
FACILITY AS %
OF ROAD COST
(1.5m width
each side of the
road)

2
2

$105,000
-

30%

4

-

17.6%

2

$77,000

10

COST OF NMT
FACILITY AS %
OF ROAD
COST
(5m width each
side of the
road)
42% (for 2.5m
wide shoulder)
26% (for 2.5m
wide shoulder)
28

4

$77,000

7

18

6

$77,000

5

15

$72,000 to
$108,000

The above scenarios exclude other safety related costs such as signage, road markings, refuge islands
and kerbstones to segregate NMTs from vehicular traffic. Therefore, the above figures are an
underestimate of true costs for NMT facilities.
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9.3 Perception of respondents on the 10% campaign
“If 47% of mobility in Nairobi is by walking, provision of only 10% of the budget towards facilities
for NMT sounds rather low - at least it is better than nothing”. – Eng SK Kamau, Kenya Roads
Board
Virtually all interviewees from road agencies felt a minimum 10% provision of the budget for road safety
inclusive of NMT facilities during road construction is reasonable. The major constraint was the absence
of both current and historical data that is disaggregated enough to enable accurate calculation of the NMT
facilities cost component. Even where retrofitting has been done it has generally not been ideal as there
is no one-stop-guide for planners/designers and engineers to refer to; both for policy and physical
planning perspectives.

9.4 Recommendations on application of the minimum 10% during
the project cycle
It is important to understand that whilst a minimum10% allocation of road provision budget towards safety
inclusive of NMT facilities is desirable, it may actually be necessary to provide an even higher amount in
order to promote road safety inclusive of NMT facilities.
Whilst construction costs are the easiest to control and measure, other significant costs are incurred
during the entire project cycle from the planning phase through the design, construction, maintenance
and rehabilitation phases. The following are some of the costs elements that should be considered during
the road provision project cycle as they will influence the proportion of the cost of safety and NMT
facilities. This will generally entail additional costs over those incurred during the construction phase.

Planning phase

• Land use – the available road reserve (usually 30 to 60m for multiple lane roads) will determine the
feasible NMT facilities, especially in terms of width and hence cost.
• Population density – areas with high population density will require more elaborate measures including
expensive facilities such as grade separated (footbridge) crossings.
• Traffic volumes and mix – both current and future. It may be necessary to invest in traffic calming
measures such as speed limits, narrow lanes and rubble strips to enable NMT and vehicular traffic to
share road space.
• Linkage of NMT facilities to other modes of transport- for example bicycle parking facilities may be
required where users change into public transport.
• Right of way – it may be necessary to compensate people whose businesses or homes need to be
relocated to make way for NMT facilities. This would be largely applicable for retrofitted roads since for
new roads the right of way should be acquired for the whole corridor inclusive of the carriageway and
NMT facilities.

Design Phase

• Number of lanes – for a two-lane road a cycle lane and sidewalk on the road shoulders may be
adequate. On a road with four lanes or more it may be necessary to provide walkways and cycle ways
that are completely segregated from the road.
• Economies of scale – as the number of lanes increases beyond four lanes the NMT facilities
(especially cycle ways) remain largely the same except for provisioning for pedestrian crossings (with
refuge islands) as the road width gets wider. Therefore, the percentage cost of NMT facilities
decreases.
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• Geometric design of the road – choice of say cross junctions versus round-abouts, flat versus hilly
terrain call for different types of safety and NMT facilities provisions. These factors will impact on
relative costs.
• Pavement design for the carriageway layers – will affect the relative cost for NMTs.

Construction Phase

• Provision of sidewalks and bicycle lanes on road shoulders is generally cheaper than constructing
segregated walkways and cycle ways. However, the latter are safer for NMTs as each group operates
at its own speed. Conflict occurs where routes meet or cross one another.
• If the NMT facilities are constructed at the same time as the road costs are significantly reduced due to
less mobilization costs, less materials handling costs and other costs and logistics such as those
related to provision of utility services.
• Signage, road markings, lighting and other road furniture contribute an additional cost that is generally
unique to each project.

Maintenance Phase

• During the road maintenance phase main costs are associated with safety education, law enforcement
and keeping signage and road markings in good condition.
• It is recommended to set aside funds to carry out user surveys in order to identify sections requiring
remedial actions. For example assumed traffic may be exceeded requiring provision of pedestrian
refuge islands on multi-lane roads.

Rehabilitation Phase

• The rehabilitation phase is informed by impact assessment surveys - in terms of level of adequacy of
the original measures and countermeasures installed during the maintenance phase.
• Most respondents of this study acknowledged the usefulness and importance of regular impact
assessment. However, none of the institutions interviewed are currently carrying out continuous
surveys, partly due to budgetary constraints. Some carry out surveys before implementing projects
whilst others have never gone back to assess the impact of the countermeasures they installed.
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10 RECOMMENDATIONS TO ENABLE INTEGRATION OF SAFE
NMT FACILITIES IN THE DESIGN AND FINANCING OF
ROADS
The absence of readily available data on costs associated with provision of NMT facilities is a reflection of
the prevailing policies and practices.
Effective plans, designs, construction, maintenance and rehabilitation of facilities for NMT can only be
achieved if proper information is available at various stages of the road provision cycle. For such
information to be available it is imperative that all institutions involved in the engineering, education and
enforcement for the provision of safe, accessible and sustainable NMT facilities should collaborate on the
following:

10.1 Develop/harmonize policies related to NMT users and facilities
NMT policy is covered under the Kenya Road Sub sector Policy.
Different institutions have different approaches towards NMT. For example, the current water shortage in
Nairobi has resulted in the proliferation of pushcarts that deliver water and other goods. Pushcarts were
never considered by any road authority during the design of roads. The Ministry of Roads does not
consider push carts in its designs since they are not expected to use highways through towns. The
Nairobi City Council currently allows pushcarts on some roads at certain times and is currently putting in
place a bylaw to ban them altogether from the central business district. The Nairobi City Council said its
policy principles address safety, environment, modal options and health.
In conjunction with the City Council of Nairobi, the Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Development has
plans to close some streets in the CBD and convert them for use by pedestrians only. In its vision 2030
strategy off street parking will be replaced by dedicated parking.. The Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan
Nairobi Metro 2030 strategy document envisages working groups on various themes such as
infrastructure, including for NMT.
The National Road Safety Council launched on 18 August 2009 offers a forum for collaborative effort
towards safety issues. Other fora that bring together other stakeholders and practitioners such as
planners and engineers, for example, the Kenya Institute of Planners (KIP) and the Institute of Engineers
of Kenya (IEK) respectively also need to be leveraged to influence change and agree on complementary
approaches.
The Ministry of Roads has a new (unwritten) policy to make side track provision for pedestrians for all new
roads. This is enforced during review of designs before approval e.g. Mariakani along Mombasa Roads.

10.2 Develop standards for the road sector and NMT facilities
There is no one stop Guidelines for NMT facilities. Engineers use various references, especially the
 Design Manual Part 1 – for Rural Roads
 Design Manual Part 2 - Urban Roads
 Design Manual Part 3 – Pavement designs
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NMT is not specifically catered for. Engineers have to design from first principles. However, there is an
on-going process to update the manuals and NMTs and Environmental Impact Assessment will be
incorporated. In an earlier draft circulated for discussions there were proposals for the design of footpaths
and pedestrian bridges, provision for pedestrian facilities on roads in high density areas, as well as
cyclists and other non-motorised transport, When finalized and adopted, such standards would be a
significant achievement in urban design and transport planning for Nairobi and Kenya. The final draft of
“Road Design Guidelines for Urban Road” is currently being prepared by consultants working under the
Kenya Urban Transport Infrastructure Project (KUTIP) overseen by the Ministry of Local Government.
The standards should consider road spaces users currently not catered for (such as wheel chair users)
and accommodate future development plans such as those envisaged in Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan
Development Metro 2030 strategy document.
As this process is currently on-going, it represents an opportunity for taking forward the findings and
suggestions of this study. Therefore, it is recommended that an audience be sought with KUTIP so as to
include as much input from all stakeholders, including road space users

10.3

Ensure separate costing of NMT facilities during
preparation of bills of quantities and construction of NMT
facilities.

Until planners, engineers and project managers start recording budget, design and implementation data
for NMT facilities, it will not be possible for investors in the road sector to assess/project the impact of
their investment on safety related measures.
iRAP (2009) has calculated and quantified potential life savings and corresponding economic benefits of
countermeasures along roads they surveyed. These cost estimates are based on international trends
because local data is not available. Such information can enable road authorities to priorities interventions
that could yield the highest benefits.
It is recommended that the cost for NMT facilities be recorded in a disaggregated manner in the bills of
quantities. Similarly, records should be kept on other safety ancillary measures such as signage, road
markings, lighting and furniture.
The Ministry of Roads’ Annual roads budget is KSh60 billion/annum (about US$0.8 billion/year), It is not
possible to separate the cost of pedestrian sidewalks from that of roads in current budget format which is
a composite amount per km.

10.4 Collect traffic related data
Before new construction or retrofitting of existing roads with facilities for NMT is necessary to have up to
date information on travel modal choices of users, baseline traffic flows, average daily traffic, peak-hour
traffic, directional distribution, traffic growth and forecasts
City Council of Nairobi carries out pedestrian demand surveys periodically. They are supposed to be
done continuously, but due to staff/financial constraints are done on an ad-hoc basis. The last one was
done in March 2009. The surveys include pedestrian counts before countermeasures are designed.
Furthermore, the CCN employees somebody who collects traffic accident data and somebody who
focuses on safety issues e.g. identification of spots for Zebra crossings.
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Budgetary constraints can be mitigated by stakeholders collaborating on data collection and sharing. For
example, traffic related accident data is required by all road agencies, especially for designing
countermeasures at accident prone spots.
This study was denied accident data by the police in spite of following official channels. Fortunately, some
data was available from the Nairobi City Council. It is hoped that a stakeholder driven forum like the
recently launched National Road Safety Council would put accident data in the public domain.

Sustainable mobility is not just about safety, but also relates to means of transport that promote good
health. It is therefore important to sensitise all those involved in provision of roads about the role they
can play in contributing to a healthier transport system.

Photo 11: Passenger vehicles using unpaved shoulders during traffic jam, conflicting with
pedestrians and choking and blinding them with dust.

10.5

Monitor the impact of measures and feedback into the
design and construction process.

None of the institutions interviewed are carrying out impact assessment of the countermeasures that have
installed to improve safety and traffic flow in. It is imperative that all countermeasures are monitored in
order to know if the intervention solves the problem and if so, whether is should be replicated or used for
new projects.
Findings and lessons learned should be disseminated through such forums as roads/safety seminars and
conferences and through media briefings. The user public should be afforded a communication channel
to feedback to the institutions on the effectiveness of measures that are intended to address sustainable
mobility.
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However, virtually all institutions acknowledged that it is a good idea to carry out impact assessments and
some indicated that this is already contained in their future plans.

11 FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CALCULATING THE COST
OF WALKWAYS AND CYCLE WAYS
11.1 Variable cost items
1. Obstacles to be removed: The cost for moving or removing obstacles such as utility poles,
signposts, varies too much to be itemized here. These costs must be calculated individually for
each project.
2. Number of driveways: If it is considered necessary to provide for wheel chairs many existing
driveways must be retrofitted to provide a level passage at least 0.9m wide (width of wheel chair).
3. Presence of kerb and drainage gutter: The costs of providing kerb and gutter, which presumes
the need to also provide a street drainage system, run much higher than the cost of walkway and
cycleway alone.
4. Number of intersections: While intersections represent a reduction in the walkway or cycle way,
kerb ramps are required where walkways and cycle ways cross intersections and the cost of
providing additional traffic control at each intersection should be considered.
5. Structures: may vary in size and complexity and their costs must be calculated individually for
each project.
6. Right-of-way: While most walk way and cycle way projects can be built within existing rights-ofway (especially infill projects), some may require some right-of-way easement. An alternative to
acquiring right-of-way is to narrow the roadway, which should consider the needs of bicyclists
(e.g., through bicycle lanes or shoulders, at a minimum width of 1.5 m). If the road is narrowed it
may be necessary to construct physical barriers to channel vehicles.

11.2 Tips to Reduce Total Costs:
1. Stand-alone vs. integrated within another project: Walkways/cycleways should always be
included in road construction projects. Stand-alone walk way/cycle way projects cost more than
the same work performed as part of a larger project. Walkway/cycleway can be piggybacked to
projects such as road reseals, water or sewer lines replacement, or placing utilities underground.
2. Combining Projects: A cost-savings can be achieved by combining several small walk way/cycle
way projects into one big one. The basic principle is that bid prices drop as quantities increase to
spread overhead costs.

12 CONCLUSION
Road funders should allocate a minimum of 10% of their total road budgets towards making Nairobi’s
transport system sustainable and ensuring safety and sustainability of all users, including pedestrians and
cyclists. This amount may not be adequate to cover even construction costs of NMT facilities (estimated
to range from 5% to 30% for just a walkway with a minimum recommended width of 1.5m), let alone other
safety related costs incurred at planning, design, maintenance and rehabilitation phases. Currently there
is no provision for cyclist on Nairobi roads. Therefore, there is no basis to deduce a realistic estimate for
the cost of installing new cycle ways, be they new or retrofitted. The cost of providing facilities for cyclists
would require additional funding to the construction costs for walkways.
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Annex 1: Pedestrian Countermeasure Design Considerations
COUNTERMEASURE
MINIMUM AND IDEAL
STANDARD

Sidewalks and
Walkways.

PURPOSE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

• Create the
appropriate facility for the
walking area of the public
right-of-way.

• While continuous walkways are
the goal and should preferably be
done during construction of the road,
retrofitting areas without them will
usually occur in phases. Sometimes
land use limits the desired retrofitting.
However, lack of a seamless system
is no excuse not to provide parts of
the system.

• Improve pedestrian
safety and comfort
dramatically.

• In retrofitting streets that do not
have a continuous or accessible
system, locations near transit stops,
schools, markets, public buildings,
and other areas with high
concentrations of pedestrians should
be the highest priority.

COST
CONSIDERATIONS

Concrete kerbs are
more durable, but
also tend to be more
expensive. Asphalt
kerbs and walkways
are less costly, but
require more
maintenance, and
are somewhat more
difficult to walk and
roll on for
pedestrians with
mobility impairments
E.g. wheel chairs

• Street furniture placement should
not restrict pedestrian flow.
Marked Crosswalks
(Zebra crossings)
and Enhancements.

• Warn motorists to
expect pedestrian
crossings.



• Indicate preferred
crossing locations.
• Channelization of
pedestrians to designated
crossing locations

An engineering study should be
completed to determine the
necessity of a pedestrian
crosswalk. The study should
include the following elements:



Posted speed limit on a particular
road section and actual speeds.



Geometry of the roadway at the
crossing location such as number
of travel lanes.



Type of roadway (local street or
highway),



Setting (in town or isolated
crossing)



Motorist site distance.



Traffic volume and composition
data and turning movements.



Daily pedestrian volume and mix
(e.g. elderly, children) estimates.



Observation of site characteristics
that could divert driver attention
from the crosswalk.



Crash history in a particular
location.

Before installation
surveys may be
required to:
• identify candidate
crosswalk locations
is to identify the
places people would
like to walk
(pedestrian desire
lines)
• identify where it is
safest for people to
cross.
Installation costs are
cheapest for a
regular striped
crosswalk,
increasing for one
with other
enhancements such
as crossing (refuge)
island. Maintenance
of the markings and
signage must also
be considered and
varies by region of
the country and
materials used.
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COUNTERMEASURE
MINIMUM AND IDEAL
STANDARD

PURPOSE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

COST
CONSIDERATIONS

• Crosswalk locations should be
convenient for pedestrian access.
• Crosswalk markings alone are
unlikely to benefit pedestrian safety.
Potential increase in pedestrian crash
risk may occur if marked crosswalks
are added without other pedestrian
facility enhancements. Ideally,
crosswalks should be used in
conjunction with other measures, such
as raised crossing refuge islands,
roadway narrowing, enhanced
overhead lighting, other traffic calming
measures to improve the safety of a
pedestrian crossing. Marked
crosswalks should be supplemented
with other treatments when any of the
following conditions exist:
1. Where the speed limit exceeds 65
km/h.
2. On a roadway with four or more
lanes without a raised median or
crossing island that has (or will soon
have) an ADT of 12,000 or greater.
3. On a roadway with four or more
lanes with a raised median or crossing
island that has (or will soon have) an
ADT of 15,000 or greater.
• Marked crosswalks are important for
pedestrians with vision loss.
• Crosswalk markings must be placed
to include the ramp so that a
wheelchair does not have to leave the
crosswalk to access the ramp.
Roadway Lighting
Improvements

• Enhance safety of all
roadway users,
particularly pedestrians.
• Enhance commercial
districts.

Curb Ramps

• Ensure that pedestrian walkways
and crosswalks are well lit.
• Install lighting on both sides of wide
streets and streets in commercial
districts.

• Improve night-time
security.

• Use uniform lighting levels

Provide access to street
crossings

• The guiding principle is to provide
access for all users including those

Varies depending on
fixture type and
service agreement
with local utility
service provider.

• Consider use of energy efficient
lighting
The cost varies
depending on width,
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COUNTERMEASURE
MINIMUM AND IDEAL
STANDARD

PURPOSE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

with physical challenges.

COST
CONSIDERATIONS

height and whether
ramp is new or
retrofitted.

• Texture patterns must be detectable
to blind pedestrians.
Transit Stop
Treatments

• Provide safe,
convenient, and
comfortable access for
transit users.

• Ensure that access to and from
stops is provided when transit stops
are created.

Cost varies widely
depending on type
of improvements.

• Ensure adequate room to load
wheelchairs.
• Ensure a clear and comfortable path
for passing pedestrians when placing
transit shelters.
• Locate transit stops on the far side
of marked crosswalks to encourage
pedestrians to cross behind buses.

Pedestrian
Overpasses/Underp
asses

• provide for the
uninterrupted flow of
pedestrian movement
separate from the vehicle
traffic.
• Provide crossings where
no other pedestrian
facility is available.
.

• Use sparingly and as a measure of
last resort. Most appropriate over
busy, high-speed highways, railroad
tracks, or natural barriers.

Can run into millions
of US$, depending
on site
characteristics.

• Pedestrians will not use if a more
direct route is available.
• Security, lighting, drainage, waste
disposal, graffiti removal, and are also
major concerns with underpasses.
• Must be wheelchair accessible,
which generally results in long ramps
on either end of the overpass.

Street
Furniture/Walking
Environment

• Enhance the pedestrian
environment.
• Enliven commercial
districts by fostering
community life.

• Good-quality street furniture will
show that the community values its
public spaces and is more costeffective in the long run.
• Include plans for landscape irrigation
and maintenance at the outset.

Varies depending on
the type of furniture,
the material out of
which it is
constructed, and the
amount of planting
material used.

• Ensure proper placement of
furniture; do not block pedestrian
walkway or kerb ramps or create
sightline problems.
• Ensure adequacy of overhead
clearances and detectability of
protruding objects for pedestrians who
are blind or visually impaired.
Police Enforcement

• Increase driverawareness of the need to

• Campaigns must be sensitive to the
needs of different neighbourhoods,

Cost varies
depending on
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COUNTERMEASURE
MINIMUM AND IDEAL
STANDARD

PURPOSE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

share the road space

age/religious/ ethic groups, etc.

• Reduce pedestrianrelated traffic crashes

• To avoid Public Relations problems,
police officers need to be trained
properly beforehand
• Enforcement should be conducted
with the help of safety and technical
staff support and awareness of the
courts

COST
CONSIDERATIONS

amount of training,
number of officers
involved, public
relations work,
duration of the
program, and other
factors.

• Enforcement operations should be
focused on drivers rather than
pedestrians, for whom emphasis
should be education.
• Enforcement operations should
begin with warnings and flyers before
moving on to issuing citations for
violations.
Pedestrian/driver
education

• awareness of each user
group of its rights and
obligations

Use appropriate communication
channel for the target group. For
example it should not be assumed
that all pedestrians read newspapers
and/or watch television.

Costs vary
depending on the
communication
channels used.

Attitudes of target group need to be
considered. For example an adult who
has been driving for many years may
be contemptuous of an 18 year old
teaching him how to drive safely.
Traffic calming

• slow down traffic speeds
to enable various users
(moving at different
speeds) to share space.

Traffic calming measures should not
introduce other problems. In some
residential areas in Nairobi speed
bumps are poorly designed and cause
damage to the undercarriage of
vehicles with low clearance.

Intersection design

• minimize conflict by
various road users

Understand local conditions and what
would achieve the optimal outcome.
For example the long term plan of the
city of Nairobi is to get rid of roundabouts on major high ways, whilst the
iRAP report (2009) proposes more
round-abouts as a safer solution.

Signals and signage

• control the flow of traffic

Use appropriate signals and signage.
It may be necessary to combine
signals with other enforcement

Cost varies
depending on
amount factors such
as the type of
calming measure,
width of road and
materials used.
The most ideal
intersection may
require more space,
although this may
also lead to higher
cost due to the need
to acquire the right
of way.
The cost of signals
and signage varies
depending on the
number and type of
intersections
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COUNTERMEASURE
MINIMUM AND IDEAL
STANDARD

PURPOSE

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

measures. In Nairobi during peak
periods police control traffic where
signals are usually ineffective or
ignored by motorists leading to
gridlocks.
Sometimes an elegant solution rather
than signage is more effective.
For example, instead of banning
pushcarts in some parts of the central
business district (CBD), a solution
may be relocation of a vegetable
market (one of the sources of their
business) to the periphery of the CBD.

Traffic management

• Implementation of
integrated proactive
complementary
measures.

The objective of traffic management
measures should be to enable road
users to travel safely, expeditiously
and comfortably.
Traffic measures should not
encourage law enforcers to focus on
trapping and punishing offenders or
extracting a bribe

COST
CONSIDERATIONS

involving various
modes of transports.
The configuration
(relative quantity) of
signals, signage and
physical traffic
channeling and
calming measures
will also dictate the
cost of each
measure.

Different
interventions yield
different economic
benefits. It is
important to
prioritize
interventions with
the highest
economic benefits.
IRAP (2009) has
calculated the
economic benefits of
implementing
various
countermeasures
along Nairobi roads.

Source: Various
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Annex 2: Recommended Guidelines for New Sidewalk/Walkway Installation
Roadway Classification and Land
Use
Rural Highways
(< 400 ADT)
Rural Highways
(400 to 2,000 ADT)
Rural/Suburban Highway
(ADT > 2,000 and less than 1
dwelling unit (d.u.) / .4 hectares (ha)
[1 d.u. / acre])
Suburban Highway
(1 to 4 d.u. / .4 ha [1 to 4 d.u. / acre])
Major Arterial (residential)
Urban Collector and Minor Arterial
(residential)
Urban Local Street
(residential — less than 1 d.u. / .4 ha
[1 d.u. / acre])
Urban Local Street
(residential — 1 to 4 d.u. / .4 ha [1 to
4 d.u. / acre])
Local Street
(residential — more than 4 d.u. / .4
ha [4 d.u. / acre])
All Commercial Urban Streets
All Streets in Industrial Areas

Sidewalk/Walkway

Future Phasing Requirements

Shoulders preferred, with
minimum of 0.9 m.
1.5-m shoulders
preferred, minimum of 1.2
m required.
Sidewalks or side paths
preferred. Minimum of
1.8-m shoulders required.

Secure/preserve right-of-way (ROW) for future
sidewalks.
Secure/preserve ROW for future sidewalks.

Sidewalks on both sides
required.
Sidewalks on both sides
required.
Sidewalks on both sides
required.
Sidewalks on both sides
preferred. Minimum of
1.5-m shoulders required.
Both sides preferred.

Secure/preserve ROW for future sidewalks.

Secure/preserve ROW for future sidewalks.
Second side required if density becomes
greater than 4 d.u. / 4 ha (4 d.u. / acre) or if
schools, bus stops, etc. are added.

Sidewalks on both sides
required.
Sidewalks on both sides
required.
Sidewalks on both sides
preferred. Minimum of
1.5-m shoulders required.

Source: Adapted from American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO) - A Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (also known as “the Green Book”).
Legend: 1 acre=0.4 hectares (ha); ADT – Average Daily Traffic; d.u. / acre – Dwelling units per acre
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Annex 3: Proposed pavement design of walkways
MATERIAL

THICKNESS (mm)

Concrete interlocking blocks

50

Asphalt surfacing: AC (for Wheel Chair)

30, Width =1000

Base Course (Sand)

100

Sub-grade treatment (compaction)

300

Source: JICA Study on Master Plan for Urban Transport in Nairobi
Metropolitan Area, Final Report, 2006.

Annex 4: Proposed pavement design of cycleways
MATERIAL

THICKNESS (mm)

Asphalt concrete

30

Base Course (Crusher Run)

100

Sub-base (Lime or Cement Stabilized, if required)

120

Source: JICA, 2006

Annex 5: Recommended Guidelines for New Cycleway Installation
PARAMETER

MINIMUM SPECIFICATION

RECOMMENDED
SPECIFICATION

Width

1.5m wide with the cycle
symbols on the ground every
50 metres.

3m

A cyclist in one direction requires a
minimum width of 0.75m

Horizontal clearance

1.2m

1.5

2.4m under bridges/tunnels

3m vertical height

Safe stopping sight distances should be
provided for cyclists, especially on vertical
and horizontal curves.

Location specific, function of
design speeds, riding surface
and other conditions.

Location specific

Design speeds

Defined in terms of ability to
cycle without risk of falling
(due to slow speed) based on
local conditions rather than in
terms of speed.

Typically design speeds of
up to 30km/h for paved
cycle ways and 25km/hr
for unpaved cycle ways
since bicycles have a
higher tendency to skid on

Minimum horizontal clearance is desirable
to provide distance from trees, poles and
guardrails.

Vertical headroom
Minimum should be provided under
bridges/tunnels and for psychological
vertical shy distance.

Bicycles have a higher tendency to skid on
unpaved roads. Bicycles do not have speed
gauges; hence there is no point on posting
variable speeds along the route. However,
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PARAMETER

MINIMUM SPECIFICATION

unpaved surfaces.

signage may be used to highlight hazards
that cannot be removed. Pavement
widening on tight curves is recommended.

Cross slope
To cater for both drainage and superelevation on curves. This cross slope is
also suitable for three wheelers.
It is recommended to offer a flat sloping
surface than one with a camber.

RECOMMENDED
SPECIFICATION

1% for both drainage and
super-elevation on curves.

2% for both drainage and
super-elevation on curves
Where only bicycles use
the cycle way a maximum
cross slope of 6% may be
used.
24

Grades
Very steep grades are undesirable because
ascents are difficult for most cyclists and
descents cause cyclists to exceed safe
speeds.
It is common in Nairobi to see cyclists
pushing bicycles up steep slopes or round
sharp corners where a fast vehicle from
behind can knock them down.

Less than 5%. Where grades
exceeding 5% cannot be
avoided it is recommended to
keep lengths of such sections
not more than 150m

On ascents where grades
exceeding 5% are
unavoidable it is
recommended to widen
the cycle by 1.2 to 1.8m to
provide space for low
speed cyclists to dismount
and walk.

Source: Climate XL Field Study, 2009 and other sources

24

Wheel Chair Design specifications for Sidewalk /Walk way Grade and Cross-Slopes

Sidewalks/walk ways should be as flat as practical with a running grade not exceeding 1 in 20 (5%) if possible.
However, sidewalks/walk ways that follow the grade of a street in hilly terrain cannot meet this requirement, for
obvious reasons, and may follow the grade of the street.
The maximum grade for a Kerb ramp is 1 in 12 (8.3%). anything greater than this will cause difficulties for manual
wheel chair users. Even at such a grade most wheel chair users would not manage long distances (usually limited to
10m length per ramp). The maximum sidewalks/walk ways cross-slope is 1:50 (2 percent) to minimize travel effort for
wheelchair users and still provide drainage. It is preferable to have a cross fall between 1 and 2 per cent. At least 0.9
m of flat sidewalk area is required at the top of a sloped driveway to accommodate wheelchair use. In some cases, it
may be necessary to bend the sidewalk around the back of the driveway to achieve a level surface of 0.9 m
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6: NMT CUSTOMER/USER QUESTIONNAIRE
Road: 1. Jogoo 2. Juja 3. Lang’ata 4. Limuru 5. Ngong 6. Thika 7. Karen 8. Outer Ring
Questions
Coding categories
Code
SECTION 1:USER’S DEMOGRAPHIC AND LOCATIONAL ATTRIBUTES
Name of Enumerator
100a. Name of the respondent (Optional)
100b. Gender of the respondent
100c. Respondents Education Level
100d. Age
100e. Residence name/location
100f. Description of the Physical Location of the interview e.g. Outer-ringJogoo Road Junction/Roundabout etc)
100g. Respondent Category

100h. Employment Status

1. Male 2. Female

1. Pedestrian
2. Cyclists
3. Handcart puller
4. Ice Cream Vendor (Tri-Cyclists)
5. Disabled using Wheel Chair
6. Vendor Using Wheelbarrow
7. Others (Specify)
1. Formal Employment
2. Informal employment
3. Others (Specify)

Date

SECTION 2: TRAVEL NEEDS AND SAFETY
200a. What modes of NMT do you frequently use to your destination or to
transport goods?

200b. Do you own the NMT used? (N/A for pedestrians)
200c. Is it for commercial or personal use?
200d. What type of NMT is owned

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Walking
Wheel Chair
Bicycle
Handcarts
Wheel barrow
Other (Specify)

1. Yes
2. No
1. Commercial 2. Personal
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200e. TRIP PURPOSE

200f. MODE of TRAVEL

TRANSFER POINT
Original Mode

1st Transfer

200g. TRANSFER
If you transferred to
another vehicle / mode
of travel during the trip,
state the mode you
changed to and the
place. (Give street
intersection/ famous
bldg. or land mark).

Next Mode

Trip Purpose
1. To home
g.
2. To Work
3. To School
4. Personal Business
TRANSFER POINT
5. Firm Business
Original Mode
6. Social 1st Transfer
7. Shopping
8. Others (Specify)
Next Mode

2nd Transfer
Next Mode

2nd Transfer
Next Mode

3rd Transfer

3rd Transfer

Next Mode
4th Transfer

201a. Approximate distance traveled using NMT mode in (Kms)
201b. What percentage of the trip is covered by NMT?

Next Mode

4th Transfer

(or Time in Minutes)

SECTION 2A. WALKABILITY
202a. Do you have adequate facilities for walk along this route? 1. Yes
2. No
202b1. Where do you frequently cross road along this road?
202b2. Is it easy to cross the road? 1. Yes
2. No
202c1. Is walking along this road pleasant? 1. Yes
2. No
202c2. What part of this road is cycling pleasant?
202c3. Why?
202d. Do drivers behave well towards those walking along this road? 1. Yes
2. No
202e. What safety rules do you observe when walking along the road?

202f. What safety rules do you observe when crossing the road?
202g. Is the route used safe from mugging and other crimes? 1. Yes
202h. Why is it safe/unsafe?

2. No

202i. What other factor(s) make walkability along this route unpleasant?
202j. What facilities or services need to be given priority to encourage walkability in this route?
202k. In good weather months, about how many days a month do you walk along this route? (Tick Appropriately) 1. Never 2.
Occasionally (1 or 2 times) 3. Frequently (5-10) 4. Most (More than 10 times) 5. Everyday
202l. Is the pollution from motor traffic an issue affecting your walkability in the area? 1. Yes
2. No
202m. Know of any route in Nairobi suitable for walking in Nairobi? 1. Yes

2. No

202n. If Yes, which one?
202o. What makes it suitable for walkability?
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202p. How do you cope with the problems encountered when walking along this route?

SECTION 2B BIKEABILITY
203a. Do you have adequate infrastructure for cycling along this route? 1. Yes
203b. Describe the condition of the infrastructure you normally ride on?

2. No

203c. Is cycling along this road pleasant? 1. Yes
2. No
203d. Do drivers behave well towards cyclists in this route? 1. Yes
2. No
203e. What safety precautions do you take when cycling along this route?
203f. Is it easy for you to use your bike along this route? 1. Yes
2. No
203g. In good weather months, about how many days a month do you ride your bike along this route? (Tick Appropriately) 1.
Never 2. Occasionally (1 or 2 times) 3. Frequently (5-10) 4. Most (More than 10 times) 5. Everyday
203h. Is the route used for cycling safe from mugging and other crimes? 1. Yes
2. No
203i. What makes it safe/unsafe for cycling?
203k. What other factor(s) make cycling along this route unpleasant?
203l. Is the pollution from motor traffic an issue preventing you from cycling in the area? 1. Yes
203m. Know of any route in Nairobi suitable for cycling in Nairobi? 1. Yes
2. No
203n. If Yes, which one?
203o. What makes it suitable for Cycling?
203p. How do you cope with problems encountered when cycling along this route?

2. No

203q. What facilities or services need to be given priority to encourage cycling in this route?
SECTION 2C. OTHER NMT USEABILITY AND SAFETY
204a. What type of NMT do you use frequently? 1. Handcart 2. Wheelbarrow 3. Wheel Chair
4. Others (Specify)
204b. Do you have adequate infrastructure to use your NMT along this route? 1. Yes
2. No
204c. Describe the condition of the infrastructure you ride/pull your NMT on?
204d. Is using your kind of NMT along this road pleasant? 1. Yes
2. No
204d1. What is pleasant/unpleasant about using your kind of NMT in this route?
204e. Do drivers behave well towards you while using your NMT in this route? 1. Yes
204f. What safety precautions do you take when using your NMT along this route?

2. No

204g. Is it easy for you to use your NMT along this route? 1. Yes
2. No
204h. In good weather months, about how many days a month do you use your NMT along this route? (Tick Appropriately) 1.
Never 2. Occasionally (1 or 2 times) 3. Frequently (5-10) 4. Most (More than 10 times) 5. Everyday
204i. Is the route used for your NMT free from mugging and other crimes? 1. Yes
2. No
204i. What makes it safe/unsafe for using your type of NMT?
204k. What other factor(s) make using your NMT along this route unpleasant?
204l. Is the pollution from motor traffic an issue preventing you from using your NMT in the area? 1. Yes
204m. Know of any route in Nairobi suitable for your type of NMT in Nairobi? 1. Yes
2. No
204n. If Yes, which one?
204o. What makes it suitable for Cycling?
204p. How do you cope with problems encountered when using your NMT along this route?

2. No

204q. What facilities or services need to be given priority to encourage use of your type of NMT in this route?
SECTION 3.0 NMT USEABILITY EXPLANATORY FACTORS
300a. What attracts you to use NMT? 1. Cost 2. Speed 3. Convenience 4. Safety 5. Others (Specify)
300b. How many of your family members uses NMT?
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300c. At what time of the day/night is the NMT you have discussed above in section 2, used frequently? 1. Morning 2.
Afternoon 3. Evening 4. At Night
300e. What is normally the purpose of your trip? 1. Work 2. Home 3. School 4. Shopping 5. Others Specify
300f. What is normally the purpose of trip for most members of your family? 1. Work 2. Home 3. School 4. Shopping 5.
Others Specify
SECTION 3.1 NMT ACCIDENTS PRONEABILITY
301a. How frequent are cases of accidents involving NMT in this route? 1. Very Frequent 2. Frequent 3. Not Frequent
301b. Which type of NMT is mostly involved in accidents in this route? 1. Pedestrians 2. Cyclists 3. Handcart/pull carts pullers
4. Others (Specify)
301c. Why?
301d. Which section/part of this road is prone to accidents involving NMTs?
301d1. Explain why the above identified spot/location is prone to accidents involving PSVs and NMTs?
301e. Have you/your family member(s) been a victim of accident while on NMT mode in Nairobi? 1. Yes
301f. If Yes, where___________________________ and When? _________
301g. Did the accident led to? 1. No injuries 2. Minor Injuries 3. Serious injuries 4. Fatal
301h. Did you report the accident? 1. Yes 2. No
301i. How safe is the NMT mode of transport in this route? 1. Very Safe 2. Safe 3. Not safe at all
301j. How can safety use of NMT in the route be enhanced?

2. No

301k. Which NMT mode is considered safe to use in this route?
301l. Why?

301m. What kind of NMT is most relevant in this route?
301n. Please explain?
SECTION 4: USAGE CHALLENGES AND COMMUNITY ATTITUDE AND PERCEPTIONS

401a. What other NMT usage challenges/limitation do you
experience?
401b. What is being done to address these challenges?
401c. Do you think what is being done is adequate to respond to
your concerns?
401d. Please explain
401e. Is what being done likely to address NMT users’ safety or
lead to reduction of accident cases?
401f. Explain

1. Yes 2. No

1. Yes 2. No

SECTION 5: COMMUNITY ATTITUDES AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

501. What is the community attitude and perceptions towards use
of NMT in the area?
502a. Who/which institutions should take a leading role in
ensuring that NMT facilities are provided for? (NMT Provision)
502b. Why?
502c. Have they been effective in provision of NMT facilities?
503a. Who/which institutions should take a leading role in
ensuring that NMT facilities are in good condition? (NMT
maintenance)
503b. Why?

1. Yes

2. No

503c. Have they been effective in maintenance of NMT facilities?

1. Yes

2. No
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Annex 7: PSV CREW QUESTIONNAIRE
Road: 1. Jogoo 2. Juja 3. Lang’ata 4. Limuru 5. Ngong 6. Thika 7. Karen 8. Outer Ring
Questions
Coding categories
Code
SECTION 1:CREW’S DEMOGRAPHIC AND LOCATIONAL ATTRIBUTES
Name of Enumerator
100a. Name of the respondent (Optional)
100b. Gender of the respondent
100c. Respondents Education Level
100d. Age
100e. Physical location of the interview name and Description
100f. PSV’s Frequent Route Number
100g. PSV type?

1. Male 2. Female

100g. Respondent Category

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bus
Matatu
Others (Specify)
Driver
Conductor
Loader
Others (Specify)

SECTION 2: TRAVEL NEEDS AND SAFETY
200a. What modes of NMT do you frequently share road facility with in
this route?

1. Walking
2. Bicycle
3. Handcarts
8. Wheel barrow
9. Other (Specify)

200b. Do they (NMT) have separate facilities for their use?
200c. If Yes, do they strictly adhere to there designated routes?
200d. If No to Qn 200b, which space of the road do they normally use?

1.
1.

Yes
Yes

2. No
2. No

200e. What kind of conflict between PSVs and NMT is frequently
experienced in this route?
SECTION 2A. DRIVEABILITY AND PEDESTRIANIZATION
202a. Is it easy to drive along this road? 1. Yes
2. No
202b. Do pedestrians behave well towards those driving along this road? 1. Yes
2. No
202c. What safety rules do you observe when approaching zebra-crossing or bus stages along the road?
202d. What main problem do you have with pedestrians along this route?
202e. Which particular spot(s) along this route you find pedestrians a nuisance?
202f. Please explain answer to 203c above?
202g. How do you cope with the problems encountered when driving alongside pedestrians in this route?

SECTION 2B DRIVEABILITY AND BIKEABILITY
203a. Do cyclists behave well towards those driving along this road? 1. Yes
2. No
203b. What main problem do you have with cyclists along this route?
203c. Which particular spot(s) along this route you find cycling a nuisance?
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203d. Please explain answer to 203c above?
203e. How do you cope with the problems encountered when driving alongside cyclists in this route?
SECTION 2C. OTHER NMT USEABILITY AND SAFETY
204a. What other types of NMT do you usually frequently share the road facility in this route? 1. Handcart 2. Wheelbarrow
3. Others (Specify)
204b. Do these NMT(s) behave well towards those driving along this road? 1. Yes
2. No
204c. What main problem do you have with the said NMT(s) along this route?
203c. How do you cope with the problems encountered when driving alongside these NMT(s) in this route?
SECTION 3.1 NMT ACCIDENTS PRONEABILITY
301a. How frequent are cases of accidents involving NMT in this route? 1. Very Frequent 2. Frequent 3. Not Frequent
301b. Which type of NMT is mostly involved in accidents in this route? 1. Pedestrians 2. Cyclists 3. Handcart/pull carts pullers
4. Others (Specify)
301c. Why?
301d. Which section/part of this road is prone to accidents involving NMTs?
301e. Have you/your vehicle involved in an accident involving an NMT in Nairobi? 1. Yes
2. No
301f. If Yes, where___________________________ and When? _________
301g. Did the accident led to? 1. No injuries 2. Minor Injuries 3. Serious injuries 4. Fatal
301h. Did you report the accident? 1. Yes 2. No
301i. How safe is the NMT mode of transport in this route? 1. Very Safe 2. Safe 3. Not safe at all
301j. How can safety use of NMT in the route be enhanced?
301k. Which NMT mode is considered safe to use in this route?
301l. Why?

301m. What kind of NMT is most relevant in this route?
301n. Please explain?
SECTION 4: USAGE CHALLENGES AND COMMUNITY ATTITUDE AND PERCEPTIONS

401a. What is being done to reduce Motorized-Non Motorized
Transport conflict in the area?
401b. Do you think what is being done is adequate to respond to
the problems experienced?
401c. Please explain
401d. Is what is being done likely to address NMT users’ safety or
lead to reduction of accident cases?
401e. Explain

1. Yes 2. No

1. Yes 2. No

SECTION 5: PSVs ATTITUDES AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

501. What are the PSVs crew perceptions towards NMT users
along this route?
502a. Who/which institutions should take a leading role in
ensuring that NMT facilities are provided for?
502b. Why?
503a. Who/which institutions should take a leading role in
ensuring that NMT facilities are in good condition?
503b. Why?
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Annex 8: NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT (NMT) ROUTE
INVENTORY SURVEY SHEET
An Examination of Minimum Standards for Safe, Sustainable and Accessible
Non-Motorized Transport Infrastructure in Nairobi
Road: 1. Jogoo 2. Juja 3. Lang’ata 4. Limuru 5. Ngong 6. Thika 7. Karen 8. Outer Ring
Name of Enumerator ____________________________
Date: ________________
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS’ CHECKLIST
1. Availability of NMT Facilities:
NMT Enhancing
1. Yes
Facilities and services
2. No

Condition

Comment

1. Good
2. Fair
3. Bad
4. Non-existent

1. Walkways
2. Cycle paths
3. Wheel Chair Provisions
4. Hand cart provision
5. Other NMTs provision
6. Zebra Crossing
7. Under pass or Over Pass
8. Street lights
9. Others (Specify)
2. Route hotspots
Name of the hotspots (Area Prone Category of Frequent
to Accidents involving NMT)
Accident Victims:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Pedestrians
Cyclists
Wheel chair operators
Handcart pullers

Brief Description of the
Hotspot (What make the place
to be unsafe for NMT)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
3. Describe the nature of interaction of NMT with motorized vehicles?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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4. General impressions of the environment in as far as NMT safety are concerned?
Usability
Impression:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

1. Walking
2. Cycling
3. Wheel Chair users
4. Handcart pullers
5. Others (Specify)
5. Any other comments and observations
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ANNEX 9: LIST OF PEOPLE CONTACTED/ INTERVIEWED
Name
Mr. Philip Onyango Sika

Position
Permanent Secretary

Organisation
Ministry of Nairobi
Metropolitan Development

Eng John Ndirangu Maina

Secretary (Ministry of Nairobi
Metropolitan Development)

Ministry of Nairobi
Metropolitan Development

Eng Daniel G Muchiri

Senior Superintending
Engineer Planning

Ministry of Roads

Eng Moses Kuiyaki

Engineer, City Engineer
Department

City Council of Nairobi

Eng S. K. Kamau

Manager, Contracts

Kenya Roads Board

Mr. Livingstone Karanja

Assistant Engineer, Work
Programmes

Kenya Roads Board

Eng George A. Makajuma

Consultant Highway Engineer
and Lecturer

egis bceom International
and Jomo Kenyatta
University of Agriculture

Mr. Tom Odingo

Acting Director of City
Planning

City Council of Nairobi

Ms. Rose K Muema

Deputy Director of City
Planning

City Council of Nairobi

Mr. David Gatimu

Urban Designer

City Council of Nairobi

Mr. Patrick Analo

Planner, Forward Planning

City Council of Nairobi

Mr. Timothy G. Ndorongo

Planner

Eng Njenga

Chief Assistant Engineer

Ministry of Nairobi
Metropolitan Development
City Council of Nairobi

Mr. Peter L.K. Kavila

Senior Deputy Commissioner
of Police and Director of
Operations

Kenya Republic Police

Mr. Andre Hall

Project Manager

World bike

Mr. Fredrick Kwame

Regional Director

Oxfam GB

Eng Stephen Mburu

City Engineer

City Council of Nairobi

,
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ANNEX 10: Accident Report Form (Police 41)
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